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Abbreviations
AC Amacrine Cells
AMD Age-related Macular Degeneration 
BCVA Best Corrected Visual Acuity
BEM Basement Membrane
BM Bruch’s Membrane
BPC Bipolar Cells
BRVO Branch Retinal Vein Occlusion
CC Choriocapillaris
CFP Color Fundus Photography
CWS Cotton Wool Spots
CME Cystoid Macular Edema
CNV Choroidal Neovascularization
CRA Central Retinal Artery
CRAO Central Retinal Artery Occlusion
cRORA Complete RPE and Outer Retinal Atrophy
CRVO Central Retinal Vein Occlusion
CSC Central Serous Chorioretinopathy
DLS Double-layer Sign
DME Diabetic Macular Edema
DR Diabetic Retinopathy
DRIL Disorganization of Retinal Inner Layers
ELM External Limiting Membrane
ERM Epiretinal Membrane
EZ Ellipsoid Zone
EZ-f Ellipsoid Zone Fragmentation 
EZ-i Ellipsoid Zone Interruption
FA Fluorescein Angiography
F-PED Fibrovascular PED
FTMH Full-Thickness Macular Hole
GA Geographic Atrophy
GCL Ganglion Cell Layer
HC Horizontal Cells
HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus
HFL Henle Fiber Layer
HFL-RA Henle Fiber Layer - Reflex Artifact
HRS Hyperreflective Spots
HT Hypertransmission
IHRM Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material
INL Inner Nuclear Layer
IPL Inner Plexiform Layer
IRC Intraretinal Cystoid Spaces
IR image Infrared Image
IRF Intraretinal Fluid
IRL Inner Retinal Layers 
iRORA Incomplete RPE and Outer Retinal Atrophy
IZ Interdigitation Zone
LHEP Lamellar Hole-associated Epiretinal 

Proliferation 

LMH Lamellar Macular Hole
MA Microaneurysm
MH Macular Hole
MLM Middle Limiting Membrane
MNV Macular Neovascularization
MZ Myoid Zone
nAMD Neovascular AMD
OCT Optical Coherence Tomography
OCTA OCT Angiography
ONL Outer Nuclear Layer
OPL Outer Plexiform Layer
ORT Outer Retinal Tubulation
PAMM Paracentral Acute Middle Maculopathy
PCC Prechoroidal Cleft 
PCV Polypoidal Choroidal Vasculopathy
PED Pigment Epithelial Detachment
PH Posterior Hyaloid
PM Papillomacular
p-MLM Prominent Middle Limiting Membrane
PR Photoreceptor
PR-a Photoreceptor Atrophy
PR-i Photoreceptor Irregularity 
PRNV Preretinal Neovascularization
PR-OS Photoreceptor Outer Segments
PVD Posterior Vitreous Detachment
RAP Retinal Angiomatous Proliferation
RD Rhegmatogenous Detachment
RNFL Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer
RPE Retinal Pigment Epithelium
RPE-a RPE Atrophy 
RVO Retinal Vein Occlusion
S-PED Serous PED
S:N Signal-to-Noise
SD-OCT Spectral-Domain OCT
SDD Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits
SHRM Subretinal Hyperreflective Material
SIRE Shallow, Irregular RPE Elevation
Signal-b Signal Block
SRF Subretinal Fluid
SS-OCT Swept-Source OCT
TD-OCT Time-Domain OCT
VA Visual Acuity
VEGF Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor
VF Visual Field
VMA Vitreomacular Adhesion
VMT Vitreomacular Traction
VO Vitreous Opacity
VRI Vitreoretinal Interface
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It is with great pleasure that I write the foreword to this
extraordinary OCT book. It is extraordinary in several ways.

Firstly, it is didactically different from all OCT books I have held in
hands. The original target audience were medical students with
an interest in ophthalmology. But it turns out that this book is
loved by trainees and many more experienced clinicians have
found it to be invaluable, including me as an anterior segment
and vitreoretinal surgeon with little exposure to medical retina. It
is a mix between a basic introduction to the topic and a
workbook with interesting cases that build confidence and
develop skills for assessing OCTs.

Secondly, and for me even more extraordinary, the book was
envisioned and written by one of our medical students, Michal
Cieplucha. He came to our department during his last year in
medical school for a 3-month clinical rotation in ophthalmology.
He started in March 2020 just when the COVID-19 pandemic
resulted in an historical global lockdown.
For this reason, he saw only few patients during his rotation and
helped others prioritize and reschedule patients.

Foreword
He chose to also use the time to go through our OCT image
database and then, with the help of Josef Huemer, provided the
images found in this book. Michal is not only a very enthusiastic
medical student, but is altogether an innovative person
interested in photography, production of podcasts, telemedicine
and medical camps in Africa. I strongly recommend you visit his
website www.cieplucha.de to get a better impression of Michal.

Lastly, this book is an example of international collaboration
without financial interests. We received much support for
proofreading by Prof. Michael Stur from Vienna, Drs. Mariana
Lafetá, Eduardo Novaís from the Universidad Federal de Sao
Paulo and Hagar Khalid from Moorfields Eye Hospital in London.
One videocall with Heidelberg Engineering resulted in support for
printing and distributing the book.

I hope you will enjoy the “playful” way of learning about OCT -
please also try the online version which is even more interactive.

Oliver Findl
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For the sake of training, imagine the following scenario:
You are in your examination room. A patient is at your clinic for
the first time, and prior to the consultation, the photographer
has acquired an OCT scan, as he would usually do. Before you
even talk to the patient, you will review the scan just to have an
idea of what awaits you – purely retinal.

This book teaches you to perform a detailed assessment and
interpretation of an OCT scan, and like the scenario described
above, the book only consists of IR images and
cross-sectional OCT scans, with no further imaging modalities
included. This will help you to understand the limitations of what
seems a limitless diagnostic tool.

You will learn OCT-relevant anatomy, physiology, and
pathophysiology in the first two chapters of this book, and the
exercise part will provide you with OCT scans of common retinal
conditions you may see in your daily practice. Every blank scan is
followed by a detailed assessment with colored markings of the
alterations.

The goal is to precisely describe the retinal condition you see in
the picture; this will allow you to narrow down the differential
diagnoses and decisively plan further diagnostic procedures.

Author's recommendation:
Depending on your level of knowledge, you can work with this
book in two ways. For beginners, we would recommend starting
with chapter 1 and working your way to the exercise section
(Chapter 3). However, if you already have some experience, it
might be more fun jumping straight to the exercise part to test
your skills and only review the theory-part of this book as needed.

Preface

(Fig. 1) Single OCT section image of the healthy retina
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All images presented in this book were acquired at the Hanusch
Hospital in Vienna, with a SPECTRALIS® OCT (Heidelberg
Engineering), which uses spectral domain technology, allowing
fast scan speeds and a maximum axial resolution of 7 µm5.

When acquiring, the OCT device sends out multiple light waves.
The light is reflected from the different retinal layers and is then
detected and computed by the device into a reflectivity versus
depth curve. This information is transformed into a greyscale
image, which results in an A-scan (Fig. 3). Multiple
A-scans are then stitched together to form a B-scan or
cross-sectional scan (Fig. 1). The higher the number of A-scans
per millimeter, the more detailed is the cross-sectional scan6.

When optical coherence tomography (OCT) was first introduced
back in 19911, it revolutionized ophthalmic practice, as it enables
us to obtain a microscopic, anatomically accurate cross-sectional
image of the retina (Fig. 1). It was the perfect addition to the
already existing examination methods and over the years, it
became an essential tool for the retina specialist, enabling early
diagnosis, enhanced therapy monitoring, and a better
understanding of retinal pathologies2.

The basic principle underlying the OCT is interferometry, where
light waves' interference is used to measure distances3. Each
layer of the retina is composed differently – while the outer
nuclear layer (ONL) (Fig. 2) consists of the photoreceptor’s cell
bodies, one will only find parallel running axons of the ganglion
cells in the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) (covered in 1.2.1
Retinal Architecture). These differences result in different optical
properties and thus reflective behavior, allowing us to visualize
the individual retinal layers using OCT technology.

The first commercially available technology, the time-domain
OCT (TD-OCT), had moving components that limited the
resolution and the acquisition speed. With the development of
modern, spectrally distinct detectors (spectral-domain OCT;
SD-OCT) and complex light sources (swept-source OCT; SS-OCT),
scan speeds and resolution were vastly improved4.

1. Preparation

1.1 Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)

(Fig. 2) Labeled section image of a healthy retina.

(Fig. 3) A-scan – reflectivity vs. depth curve

1.1 Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)

1. Preparation
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1.2 The Healthy Choroid and Retina
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Starting at the very bottom of an OCT scan, the first structure
one comes across is a mosaic-like formation composed of
hyporeflective circles and ovals, representing the vessels of the
choroid (Fig. 2).

The photoreceptor outer-segments (hyporeflective band) contain
up to 1000 laminated discs with light-sensitive molecules, which,
once activated, are shed, phagocytized, and recycled by the
RPE9.

There are two different types of PRs (rods and cones) with
different counts, functions, and distributions. The cone PRs
(approx. 6 mio.) are mainly located within the macula, with the
highest density right at the fovea (forming the foveal bulge (Fig.
5)). They are responsible for color and fine-detail vision. On the
other hand, rods (approx. 125 mio.) are spread across the whole
retina except for the fovea, which is free of rods. Among other
functions, they enable us to see under mesopic conditions.

The ellipsoid zone (EZ) of the PRs contains all the cell's
mitochondria, and the myoid zone includes the endoplasmic
reticulum, the Golgi apparatus, and ribosomes10. At the external
limiting membrane (ELM), the glial Müller cells connect to the
PRs (Fig. 7); it is not an actual membrane, and it is highly
permeable for nutrients from the choroidal blood flow.

The hyporeflective layer next to the ELM is divided into two
parts, the outer nuclear layer (ONL) and the Henle fiber layer
(HFL) (Fig. 6); the ONL contains the PR cell bodies with their
nuclei, and the HFL consists of PR axons8,9,11.

1.2 The Healthy Choroid and Retina 

1.2.1 Retinal Architecture (Fig. 5)

Choroid
The choroid, which is the main supplier of oxygen for the outer
retina7, is divided into three layers in the OCT: the Haller's layer
with its large vessels, the Sattler's layer with the smaller
arterioles and venules, and lastly, the choriocapillaris, containing
the capillaries of the choroid8 (Fig. 2).

Retinal Pigment Epithelium (RPE)
The outermost hyperreflective band within the OCT represents
the RPE-Bruch's membrane complex. The RPE cells, which are
based on the Bruch's membrane, are interconnected by tight
junctions and form the outer blood-retinal barrier (Fig. 4). They
have a wide variety of functions, with the most important for the
understanding of structural changes in the OCT being9:

− the phagocytosis of photoreceptor outer segments (PR-OS),
− the active transportation of nutrients and ions to the

photoreceptors (PR),
− the maintenance of the outer blood-retinal barrier,
− the absorption of light, and
− the maintenance of the retinal adhesion through its villous

processes.

The photoreceptors are only loosely attached to the RPE, with no
real intercellular connections.

Fig. 5AFig. 4

Photoreceptor (PR)
The photoreceptors (PR) pass through several layers within an
OCT scan (Fig. 5), reaching from the interdigitation zone (IZ,
hyperreflective band), where the PRs connect to the RPE up to
the outer plexiform layer (OPL), where the light signals are
transmitted to the bipolar cells8 (Fig. 7).

(Fig. 4) Bruch's membrane is a  multilayered membrane of collagenous tissue 
and consists amongst others of the basement membranes of the retinal 

pigment epithelium and the choriocapillaris.

(Fig. 5) (A): The ultrastructure of a cone and rod photoreceptor and its 
location within an OCT scan. RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium, IZ: 

Interdigitation Zone, OS: Outer Segment, EZ: Ellipsoid Zone, MZ: Myoid Zone, 
ONL: Outer Nuclear Layer, HFL: Henle Fiber Layer. N: Nucleus, ELM: External 

Limiting Membrane, SYN: Synapse, AX: Axon, CB: Cell Body, ER: Endoplasmatic
Reticulum, MC: Mitochondria, D: Disc, MEL: Melanocytes; (B): The blue box 
refers to (Fig. 4) and the red box to Fig.5A, The foveal bulge represents the 

concentration of cone photoreceptors in the fovea.

foveal bulge

(A)

(B)



In the following layer, the outer plexiform layer (OPL), the signal
is transmitted from the PRs to the bipolar cells (BPC) and
horizontal cells (HC) (Fig.7). It represents the interconnections
between the PRs' axons, BPC, and HC dendrites8. Fluid-filled
spaces usually do not break the OPL but form on each side of it.
Right at the fovea, the inner retinal layers are displaced laterally,
allowing the light to fall directly onto the PRs. There is a 1:1 ratio
of signal transmission from the PRs to BPCs, enabling the highest
spatial resolution and, thus, the sharpest vision. This ratio
loosens towards the periphery, where sometimes over 100 PRs
connect to one BPC9.

Anterior to the RNFL lies the vitreous, a gel-like structure
consisting of collagen, hyaluronan and 98–99% of water, making
up 80% of the eyes’ volume14. In standard OCT imaging, the
vitreous appears as a black space (no signal) due to its highly
transparent nature. The vitreous is firmly attached to the
vitreous base, the posterior lens capsule, the papilla, along the
retinal vessels, as well as the fovea and macula14. Using
enhanced vitreous imaging modes, which are available in most
modern OCT devices, it is possible to even better display its
collagenous structure and anatomical features, such as the
premacular bursa (Fig. 8) – a fluid-filled pocket anterior to the
macula.

(Fig. 7) The signal transmission in the retina: RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium, IZ: Interdigitation Zone, PR-OS: Photoreceptor Outer 
Segments, EZ: Ellipsoid Zone, MZ: Myoid Zone, ELM: External Limiting Membrane, ONL: Outer Nuclear Layer, HFL: Henle Fiber 
Layer, OPL: Outer Plexiform Layer, INL: Inner Nuclear Layer, IPL: Inner Plexiform Layer, GCL: Ganglion Cell Layer, RNFL: Retinal

Nerve Fiber Layer 

(Fig. 6) Henle fiber layer and outer nuclear layer

Signal Transmission
Outer Plexiform Layer (OPL)

Inner Nuclear Layer (INL)
The inner nuclear layer (INL) contains the bipolar, horizontal, and
amacrine cells (AC) cell bodies (Fig. 7).

Inner Plexiform Layer (IPL)
In the inner plexiform layer (IPL), the BPCs and ACs axons
interconnect with the ganglion cells' dendrites (Fig. 7).

Ganglion Cell Layer (GCL)
The ganglion cell layer (GCL) contains the ganglion cells' cell
bodies, and the retinal nerve fiber layer consists of their axons12.
The whole retina consists of around 130 million PRs, and only 1.2
million GC axons that leave the eye through the optic nerve,
leading to the lateral geniculate nucleus of the brain13.

Internal Limiting Membrane (ILM)
Anteriorly the retina is bordered by the inner limiting membrane
(ILM), which, similarly to the ELM, is formed by the footplates of
the Mueller cells12 (Fig. 2).

Vitreous

Premacular bursa

(Fig. 8) Visualization of the premacular bursa using an enhanced vitreous 
imaging mode.

RPE

PR-OS

EZ

MZ

ELM

GCL

RNFL

HFL

ONL
OPLINL

IPL

Ganglion Cell
Mueller Cell

Amacrine Cell
Bipolar Cell
Horizontal Cell

Cone
Rod

Retinal Pigment 
Epithelium

ELM

1.2.1 Retinal Architecture

1.2 The Healthy Retina and Choroid
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1.2.2 Retinal Blood Supply

1.2 The Healthy Retina and Choroid
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As mentioned previously, the choroid can be divided into three
layers: the Haller's layer with large vessels, the Sattler's layer
with smaller arterioles and venules, and lastly, the
choriocapillaris that contains the capillaries of the choroid8 (Fig.
10). In relation to the organ size, the retinal tissue has the
highest demand for oxygen from all bodies' tissues. About 90% of
all the retinas' oxygen is supplied from the choroidal blood flow,
and most of it is consumed by the photoreceptors7.

The capillaries of the choroid have a fenestrated endothelium
with the gaps facing towards the Bruch's membrane15 (Fig. 4).
The tight junctions that interconnect the RPE cells form the outer
blood-retinal barrier, allowing only oxygen and other small
molecules to pass. With its multilayered ultrastructure, Bruch's
membrane borders the RPE and the choroid. It consists, amongst
other layers, of the basal laminas of both the RPE and the
capillaries of the choroid9 (Fig. 4). No matter what the underlying
condition is, a break in the Bruch's membrane may lead to
choroidal neovascularization16,17, which is discussed in detail, in
the chapter “2.5.4 Macular Neovascularization - Summary”, later
in this book.

The retina is supplied with oxygen and other nutrients by two
blood circulations: the choroidal blood circulation, which supplies
the outer third of the retina, and the retinal blood circulation,
which supplies the inner two-thirds (Fig. 9). In some cases, there
are bridging chorioretinal vessels that interconnect the two
systems.

1.2.2 Retinal Blood Supply

Choroidal Blood Circulation

The central retinal artery (CRA) subsequently divides into four
major branches when leaving the optic disc: the superior and
inferior, temporal and nasal arcades. Following their course, the
arteries split into arterioles and ultimately into capillaries,
forming four capillary beds within the retina's inner layers (Fig.
8). The innermost, also called radial peripapillary plexus, lies
within the RNFL and supplies it with oxygen and nutrients. The
superficial-, intermediate-, and deep-capillary plexus lie within
the GCL, the inner half of the INL, and the outer half of the INL,
respectively (Fig. 11). On a cellular level, the retinal capillaries
have a non-fenestrated endothelium (like cerebral capillaries),
only allowing oxygen and other small molecules to pass, thus
forming the inner blood-retinal barrier. Diseases compromising
this blood-retinal barrier, e.g., diabetic retinopathy (DR), may
lead to leakage of fluid and lipoproteins into the retina, causing
edema and the formation of so-called hard exudates (covered in
chapter 2.5.4 Intraretinal Area – Hyperreflective Spots). Finally,
the venous blood is collected by the branch veins that merge into
the central retinal vein.

In an OCT scan, the retinal vessels appear as round, medium
reflective formations, that are causing a posterior signal blockage
(Fig. 9) – when in doubt during the assessment, look at the green
line in the IR image to see if it crosses any retinal vessels.

Central Retinal Blood Circulation

(Fig. 9) Area of supply from the two retinal blood circulations. CRA: central 
retinal artery. The vessel is blocking the light signals, causing a shadowing 

artifact. RNFL: Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer, GCL: Ganglion Cell Layer, IPL: Inner 
Plexiform Layer, OPL: Outer Plexiform Layer, ONL: Outer Nuclear Layer, PR: 

Photoreceptors

(Fig. 10) 3D representation of the choroidal and central retinal blood supply. 
SVP: Superficial Vascular Plexus, ICP: Intermediate Capillary Plexus, DCP: Deep 

Capillary Plexus

Check out the interactive version 
(Retinal Layers interactive).



(Fig. 11) Another representation of the blood supply showing all four capillary 
beds. CP: Capillary Plexus

1.2.2 Retinal Blood Supply

1.2 The Healthy Retina and Choroid
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(Fig. 5) The ultrastructure of a cone and rod photoreceptor and
its location within an OCT scan. RPE: Retinal Pigment
Epithelium, IZ: Interdigitation Zone, OS: Outer
Segment, EZ: Ellipsoid Zone, MZ: Myoid Zone, ONL:
Outer Nuclear Layer, HFL: Henle Fiber Layer. N:
Nucleus, ELM: External Limiting Membrane, SYN:
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Melanocytes; The blue box refers to (Fig. 4). The foveal
bulge represents the concentration of cone
photoreceptors in the fovea.

(Fig. 6) Henle fiber layer and outer nuclear layer
(Fig. 7) The signal transmission in the retina: RPE: Retinal

Pigment Epithelium, IZ: Interdigitation Zone, PR-OS:
Photoreceptor Outer Segments, EZ: Ellipsoid Zone, MZ:
Myoid Zone, ELM: External Limiting Membrane, ONL:
Outer Nuclear Layer, HFL: Henle Fiber Layer, OPL:
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Inner Plexiform Layer, GCL: Ganglion Cell Layer, RNFL:
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(Fig. 8) Visualization of the premacular bursa using an
enhanced vitreous imaging mode.

(Fig. 9) Area of supply from the two retinal blood circulations.
CRA: central retinal artery. The vessel is blocking the
light signals, causing a shadowing artifact. RNFL: Retinal
Nerve Fiber Layer, GCL: Ganglion Cell Layer, IPL: Inner
Plexiform Layer, OPL: Outer Plexiform Layer, ONL:
Outer Nuclear Layer, PR: Photo Receptors

(Fig. 10) 3D representation of the choroidal and central retinal
blood supply. SVP: Superficial Vascular Plexus, ICP:
Intermediate Capillary Plexus, DCP: Deep Capillary
Plexus

(Fig. 11) Another representation of the blood supply showing all
four capillary beds. CP: Capillary Plexus
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OCT is a depth-resolved image modality; thus, its interpretation
should be performed layer by layer.

This chapter will explain all the steps of an OCT assessment (Fig.
1) in detail, beginning with a brief overview. We recommend
starting the OCT assessment with an evaluation of the infrared
image (IR image) (Fig. 2), which is automatically acquired with
each OCT scan when using the Heidelberg Engineering
SPECTRALIS® OCT. The infrared (IR) image provides an excellent
overview of the central retina and can help elucidate differential
diagnoses. The next step is the scan quality assessment, where
you should recognize artifacts and decide whether the quality is
acceptable for the assessment. Then it is essential to identify the
scan location because, while extrafoveal changes usually lead to
corresponding visual field (VF) defects, the alterations of the
retinal tissue at the fovea can reduce the patients' visual acuity
(VA) and lead to central scotomas.

2. OCT Assessment
2.1 Introduction

You should start the assessment of the cross-sectional scan at the
RPE layer and continue from there. Writing down all the
alterations you find in the scan often eases the process –
continue with the intraretinal and preretinal area. Once all
morphological changes have been identified, you can make a
precise interpretation.

With this technique, you will be able to assess any retinal
condition, practicing with the most common ones in this book.

(Fig. 1) Structured process of the OCT assessment.

2.1 Introduction

2. OCT Assessment
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The IR image offers an excellent overview of the extent of retinal
alterations and might give you a hint about the underlying
disease. An alteration on the IR image is very likely to reveal a
morphological change in the cross-sectional scan, and both
images supplement each other nicely.

In a healthy patient, the IR image has a smooth monotone
appearance and an evident foveal depression (Fig. 2). Soft
gradients from light to dark as well as a lighter appearance of the
peripapillary region can also occur in healthy individuals and can
be considered normal.

Dark areas signify light absorption, resulting from any fluid (Fig.
4A) or blood (Fig. 4B, D) accumulation in the sub RPE, subretinal,
intraretinal, or epiretinal space. While round and sharply
demarcated hyporeflective spots often represent
microaneurysms (MA) (Fig. 4C), blurred, flame-like alterations
(Fig. 4D) represent retinal hemorrhages.

Bright spots are signs of increased reflectivity usually caused by
exudates (Fig. 4E). However, drusen (Fig. 4F, H) or pigmentary
alterations (Fig. 4I) might also have a hyperreflective appearance
– you can easily distinguish them by their location and
appearance on the cross-sectional scan. Areas of RPE atrophy
appear bright, often with a visualization of the underlying
choroidal vessels (Fig. 4G).

As drusen have variable looks, from hyper- to hyporeflective (Fig.
4F vs. Fig. 4H), an irregular appearance, especially in the macular
region, is suspect of drusen, which must be verified on the cross-
sectional scan. The IR image has shown to be particularly helpful
for detecting subretinal drusenoid deposits (SDD) also called
reticular pseudodrusen (both terms are used synonymously in
this book). They often appear as a network of medium to
hyperreflective alterations with a hyporeflective halo (Fig. 4I).

2.2 Infrared (IR) Image

(Fig. 2) IR image of a healthy retina. (Fig.3) IR image – assessment guide

Reticular means netlike and describes the
appearance of reticular pseudodrusen in the IR
image. Subretinal drusenoid deposits on the other
hand is a newer term for the same alteration
matching the subretinal localization in the OCT
scan.

2.2 Infrared (IR) Image

2. OCT Assessment
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2. OCT Assessment

2.2 Infrared (IR) Image

IR Image Examples

(Fig.4) (A) dark area with a central petaloid pattern (classic in cystoid macular edema), (B) hyporeflective areas representing epiretinal blood accumulations, (C) 
two round hyporeflective dots representing micro aneurysms, the image is unevenly illuminated, (D) flame-shaped hyporeflective areas representing intraretinal 

hemorrhages, (E) white hyperreflective spots representing hard exudates, arranged in a star-like formation called circinate figure, (F) hyperreflective spots 
representing colloid drusen, the image presents a vignetting artifact (G) hyperreflective areas with visualized choroidal vessels representing areas of geographic 

atrophy, (H) hyporeflective areas with a hyperreflective ring, representing large drusen, (I) central hyperreflective alterations represent pigment 
clumping/migration; the tiny, reticular (networked) medium reflective alterations with a hyporeflective halo represent reticular pseudodrusen and are mainly 

spread in the peripheral macula, sparing the central area.

(A)

(D) (E) (F)

(G) (H) (I)

(B) (C)
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If you move the OCT camera too close to the patient’s eye, it will
lead to a mirror artifact (Fig. 8) that occurs as the area of interest
crosses the zero-delay line; this can also happen in ocular
conditions such as retinoschisis (Fig. 8), retinal detachment, or
high myopia.

Blink and motion artifacts usually no longer occur with new
SD-OCT devices, due to the modern eye-tracking software.

However, a common artifact is the vignetting artifact that occurs
when the iris is blocking a part of the image – this could be either
due to a tiny pupil opening or when the OCT camera is too far
away from the eye (Fig. 7). In this case, the IR image appears to
be unevenly illuminated and parts of the cross-sectional scan
might be blocked or have a reduced S:N ratio.

The IR image must be evenly illuminated, without dark corners,
and the focus must be set on the vessels at the area of interest
(Fig.2).

Our standard OCT settings for image acquisition of the images in
the exercise part were:
Application & Structure: Retina
Scan: 20°x20° Volume scan, Density 240 µm, 25 sections, ART
frames: 9 – which results in about 768 A-scans.

When referring to scan quality in this book, we are evaluating the
signal-to-noise (S:N) ratio. For convenience, we rated the scan
quality as either “good,” “noisy”, or “insufficient”.

“Good” image quality means the scan offers a sufficient
resolution of details with a high S:N ratio (Fig. 1 in Chapter 1).
Conversely, when the S:N ratio decreases, but details can still be
evaluated – this is when we refer to a scan as “noisy”. Lastly, the
scan quality is “insufficient” when you must guess whether there
is an alteration in the area of interest (Fig. 6).

While opacities of the cornea or lens can lead to a reduced scan
quality by affecting the S:N ratio (Fig. 6), vitreous opacities (VO)
usually cast shadow artifacts but do not influence the resolution
or S:N ratio (Fig. 5).

2.3 Scan Quality

real image

mirror image

(Fig. 5) IR image: the black cloud represents a vitreous opacity (VO). OCT: 
shadowing artifact caused by the VO.

(Fig. 8) Mirror artifact(Fig. 6) Insufficient scan quality (caused by a cataract) for the assessment of 
retinal alterations

(Fig. 7) Vignetting artifact

2.3 Scan Quality

2. OCT Assessment
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A study on 7744 eyes found that the average macular thickness
(MT) is around 276µm ±13,4 µm in healthy individuals2 (Fig. 11).
Therefore, we can use the MT to estimate, for example, the
choroidal thickness or the extent of retinal atrophy.

Clinically, the macula is a round area, with a diameter of
approximately 5.5 mm, located between the optic nerve head
and the temporal vascular arcades (Fig. 9). On a histologic level,
the macula is where the retina has two or more layers of GC
bodies. In the center of the macula lies the fovea (area of
sharpest vision) with the foveola, the point of sharpest vision,
right in the middle. Here the inner retinal layers are displaced
laterally, allowing the light to fall directly onto the PRs, reducing
the risk for aberrations. The fovea is surrounded by the para- and
perifoveal areas.

2.4 Scan Location

Fovea
The foveal depression (or pit) can be identified on OCT by
following the RNFL and OPL layers – the fovea is where these
layers merge (Fig. 11). Furthermore, the foveal bulge represents
the concentration and high density of cone photoreceptors in the
fovea and can help to identify this area (Fig. 10).

The umbo (also called foveal pit) refers to the deepest part of the
foveola – here, you will often find an increased reflectivity as the
light rays hit the axons at a right angle. The umbo
hyperreflectivity in an OCT scan marks the foveola and thus the
point of sharpest vision (Fig. 10).

2.4.1 Landmarks

Laterality
Since all nerve fibers leave the eye via the optic disc, the fibers
group in the papillomacular bundle, resulting in a thickening of
the RNFL nasally. This increase in thickness can be used as a
landmark for laterality orientation. For example, if the RNFL is
thicker on the right side in a horizontal scan, you are looking at a
scan of a right eye and vice versa (Fig. 11).

Thickness

(Fig. 9) Scan location. The grid separates the macula into the superior, 
temporal, inferior and nasal quadrants

(Fig. 10) The foveal bulge marks the area of the fovea. The umbo 
hyperreflectivity marks the foveola

(Fig. 11) The average macular thickness is around 280 µm amongst healthy 
individuals. By following the retinal nerve fiber layer and  outer plexiform 

layer (both marked red) you will find the foveal depression.  In this scan the 
papillomacular (PM) bundle is on the right side of the scan – meaning we are 

looking at a scan of a right eye.

Check out the interactive version
(Fundus Image interactive).

2.4 Scan Location

2. OCT Assessment
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Reflectivity

Since the greyscale image, captured with an OCT, represents the
reflective behavior of the individual retinal layers, the structures
are described as hypo-, medium, or hyperreflective.

When setting up the OCT device, there are two possible
representations one could choose, being either the “white-on-
black” (Fig. 12A) or “black-on-white” (Fig. 12B) representation.
We decided on the white-on-black representation for this book,
to which we refer in this book.

Generally, the ONL and INL appear hyporeflective, the OPL and
GCL appear medium reflective, and the RPE and RNFL are
hyperreflective. Signal-free areas represent fluid or highly
transparent substances (such as the vitreous) which are therefore
non-reflective (black). When assessing alterations of an OCT scan,
one can compare its reflectivity to these layers.

Retinal Areas (Fig. 14)

The sub-RPE area includes every layer/structure below the RPE,
including the choroid. It is followed by the subretinal area, which
lies between the IZ/PR-OS and the RPE.

The intraretinal area is divided into the outer and inner retina.
The outer retina includes the PRs reaching from the IZ, where the
PRs connect to the RPE, up to the OPL, where the signals are
forwarded from the PRs to the bipolar and horizontal cells. The
OPL is sometimes referred to as the middle limiting membrane
(MLM) as it borders the inner and outer retina; cystic fluid
formations usually do not break the MLM but form on each side
of it. The inner retina consists of the INL, IPL, GCL, and RNFL.

The transition between epiretina and preretina is seamless,
which is why these two regions are usually grouped.

(Fig. 13) Retinal areas

(Fig. 12) Reflective behavior of the retinal layers. A: white-on-black, B: black-
on-white

(A)

(B)

2.4.1 Landmarks

2.4 Scan Location
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After completing the assessment of the IR image and the scan
quality and defining the location of the scan, you can now
proceed to the evaluation of the cross-sectional scan.

Especially if you are a beginner, OCT assessment and
interpretation can be overwhelming at first, as there are
potentially countless variations. Therefore, we created the
assessment guide (Fig. 14) to support you in your learning phase.
You can use it as you would use a cooking recipe – starting at the
RPE and analyzing every layer and its potential alterations until
you reach the vitreous.

The guide certainly will not cover every aspect of every disease,
but it focuses on the most common retinal alterations. In order to
better differentiate the relative importance of various
alterations, the most important ones, especially those that
influence therapeutic decision-making, are marked in bold.

In the beginning, you should not get overwhelmed with details
like the smallest pigment migrations within the ONL in AMD
patients or the number and size of hyperreflective spots (HRS) in
a person with diabetes, as they will not influence your
therapeutic decision-making in everyday clinical practice.
However, over time, they could help to better understand the
individual processes and develop a better sensitivity and
understanding of the development and evolution of retinal
diseases and thus refine decision-making in selected cases.

In the following chapter, we will review every aspect of the guide
and provide example images for every alteration, which can then
be practiced in the exercise part.

Although the application heavily relies on the underlying
condition, the most common applications are the detection and
monitoring of:

- Macular neovascularization (MNV) and MNV-suspect lesions
- Fluid accumulations
- Macular edema and retinal exudation
- Vitreomacular interface disorders
- Vitreous cells in uveitis

2.5 Structured Assessment

2.5.1 Introduction
The first step in the OCT assessment is identifying the RPE layer.
Starting from there, analyze the sub-RPE area first. Then continue
with the subretinal, intraretinal, epi- and preretinal areas.

First Steps

2.5 Structured Assessment

2. OCT Assessment
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(Fig. 14) Assessment guide

2.5 Structured Assessment

2. OCT Assessment
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The Bruch's membrane is the last membrane of collagenous
tissue separating the RPE from the choriocapillaris of the
choroid6. Degeneration and defects of the Bruch's membrane are
associated with the formation of MNV7. Underlying conditions
could be hypoxia, trauma, inflammation, degeneration, a tumor,
or idiopathic, to name a few. The newly formed vessels
proliferate between the Bruch's membrane and the RPE,
resulting in a fibrovascular PED. These PEDs have a
heterogeneous, hypo- to medium-reflective appearance on
OCT4,5 (Fig. 18). The juvenile vessels also tend to leak or bleed;
thus, a fibrovascular PED is often accompanied by subretinal fluid
(SRF), a sign of active exudation.

2.5.2 Sub-RPE Area

A PED results from an unwanted pathologic process in either one
or a combination of the following structures: the RPE, Bruch's
membrane, and choriocapillaris/choroid.

Pigment Epithelial Detachment (PED)

Drusenoid PED/ Drusen

With age, the RPE loses its capacity to phagocytize and
metabolize the shed photoreceptor outer segments and other
cellular components. This reduced function leads to the
accumulation of lipoproteins and other cellular debris between
the RPE and the Bruch's membrane, resulting in the so-called
drusen – a hallmark of age-related macular degeneration (AMD)3.
Drusen usually have a homogenous, hypo- to hyperreflective
appearance on OCT (Fig. 16A-C). They can vary in size and have
either distinct borders or they can be confluent (Fig. 16B vs. D).
There are also different types of drusen4,5, which will be
discussed in the dedicated chapter (“Drusen”). Once the size of a
druse increases drastically, or multiple drusen merge and reach a
size of 433 µm, it is called a drusenoid PED3 (Fig. 17).

Fibrovascular PED (F-PED)

(Fig. 16) (A) single hyporeflective druse, (B) medium reflective confluent 
drusen (C) single hyperreflective druse (D) Patient with AMD with 

multiple drusen.

Serous PEDs (Fig. 19) appear as homogenous, signal free abrupt
elevations of the RPE. The most common underlying conditions
are central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) or AMD. The serous
PED in AMD is often associated with neovascularization;
however, it only makes ~1% of cases of neovascular AMD
(nAMD)8. When assessing serous PEDs, an increased choroidal
thickness is an important marker for CSC, while drusen are
present in AMD4.

Serous PED (S-PED)

(Fig. 18) Heterogenous hypo- to medium reflective, fibrovascular PED

(Fig. 17) Drusenoid PED

(Fig.15) Assessment of the Sub-RPE area; check our flip 
out cover for the abbreviations

(A) (B) (C)

(D)

2.5.2 Sub-RPE Area

2. Structured Assessment
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When reviewing RPE alterations, you will sometimes encounter
shallow, irregular RPE elevation (SIRE)10 where the Bruch's
membrane and RPE are clearly visualized as two separate lines
(double-layer sign, DLS) (Fig. 21). These lesions might present
with or without signs of exudation. A study found that patients
with a pachychoroid spectrum disease (choroid >270 µm in that
study) and a SIRE had a type 1 MNV in 95% of the cases9. Patients
with AMD that display a SIRE on OCT are at higher risk of having a
quiescent MNV10.

(Fig. 20) Serous PED associated with nAMD

Shallow Irregular RPE Elevation (SIRE)

(Fig.21) Shallow irregular RPE elevation with a clearly visible DLS.

RPE Atrophy

(Fig.19) Serous PED 

(Fig. 22) cRORA

(Fig. 23) Two separate iRORA lesions

RPE atrophy is mostly found in advanced stages of AMD
(geographic atrophy (GA)) with progressive and irreversible
photoreceptor, RPE, and choriocapillaris loss14. In 2020, a
consensus on GA grading was reached, introducing two new
terms: iRORA (incomplete RPE and outer retinal atrophy) and
cRORA (complete RPE and outer retinal atrophy) 15,16

.

They are defined as:
1. an area of signal hypertransmission into the choroid that is

associated with
2. RPE attenuation or disruption and
3. evidence of photoreceptor atrophy

While the term cRORA (Fig. 22) is used for lesion with a width of
≥250 µm, the term iRORA (Fig. 23) is used for lesions <250 µm.

2.5.2 Sub-RPE Area

2.5 Structured Assessment
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For a detailed assessment, it is essential to comprehend the
different drusen subtypes, different classifications, and their risk
for progression to vision-threatening stages. Therefore, this book
provides an overview and the basics for the classification of
drusen.

Generally, drusen can be described as hard or soft drusen based
on their hard-edged or soft-edged appearance on fundoscopy.
The term "hard drusen" is generally applied to drusen smaller
than 63 µm (small drusen), and the term soft drusen is applied to
lesions with a size between 63 µm and 1000 µm (large drusen).

For a purely size-oriented classification, intermediate drusen with
the size of 63–125 µm were introduced in addition to the
small/hard (<63 µm) and large/soft (125–1000 µm) drusen.

As drusen are a hallmark of AMD, a classification based on
disease severity was introduced:

− Small lesions <63 µm were considered and classified as a
normal aging process.

− Patients with medium-sized drusen without pigmentary
abnormalities were classified as early AMD.

− Large drusen without pigmentary changes, or medium drusen
with pigmentary abnormalities, were classified as
intermediate AMD.

− Choroidal neovascularization or RPE atrophy was classified as
late AMD.

These classifications neglect two important subtypes of drusen,
the cuticular drusen, and the subretinal drusenoid deposits.

There are four specific characteristics of drusen that can be
described on an OCT scan: shape, size, reflectivity, and internal
consistency.

Subretinal drusenoid deposits, also known as reticular
pseudodrusen, are small accumulations of drusenoid material
between the RPE and the PRs. IR and OCT imaging showed to be
the most reliable diagnostic tools for the detection of these
lesions. It was also found that reticular pseudodrusen have a
higher risk for progression to neovascular AMD than other types
of drusen (Fig. 26).

Drusen – Summary3

Soft Drusen

Hard/small drusen appear as small, homogenous, medium- to
hyperreflective elevations of the RPE; together with the
formation of basal laminar deposits, they are generally seen as a
normal aging process with minimal risk of progression to
advanced stages of AMD (Fig. 24).

Cuticular Drusen

Although small (50–75 µm), cuticular drusen are related to a
higher risk of AMD progression. In an OCT scan with cuticular
drusen, the RPE is relatively thinned at the apex of the druse, and
the lesions are densely packed, which results in the classic
"sawtooth" appearance (Fig. 25).

Soft drusen are homogenous, medium- to hyperreflective, dome-
shaped RPE elevations of varying sizes (Fig. 27). The larger the
drusen, the higher is the risk for progression to advanced stages
of AMD. In addition, the presence of pigmentary abnormalities
and bilaterality of the alterations increase the risk even more.

Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits

Hard/Small Drusen

An analysis of the AREDS data provided a five-year rate of
developing advanced AMD, depending on the drusen size, the
presence of pigmentary abnormalities, and bilaterality of lesions.
While patients with small drusen in only one eye, without
pigmentary abnormalities, had the lowest risk (0.4%) of disease
progression, patients with large drusen in both eyes, paired with
pigmentary abnormalities, presented a risk of progression as high
as 47.3%.

(Fig. 26)  Subretinal drusenoid deposits

(Fig. 25) Cuticular drusen

(Fig. 24) Small hard druse (Fig. 27) Large soft drusen

2.5.2 Sub-RPE Area

2.5 Structured Assessment
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The subfoveal choroidal thickness amongst 50-year-old healthy
individuals was approximately 287 µm, measured with SD-OCT6.
The choroidal thickness may change for example due to disease,
health conditions, or as part of the normal aging process6. In
addition, thick11 or thin choroids are associated with specific
retinal diseases or conditions, such as CSC or polypoidal choroidal
vasculopathy (PCV) in the pachychoroid spectrum or an increased
risk for the development of GA12 in AMD patients in the
leptochoroid spectrum.

Since a thickened choroid alone has no disease value, it should be
evaluated in conjunction with specific retinal alterations, such as
subretinal or sub-RPE fluid accumulations, where it may be
decisive for the diagnosis.

Choroid

Prechoroidal Cleft (PCC)

The prechoroidal cleft is an accumulation of fluid just below the
BM and above the choroid (Fig. 28). It occurs mainly in patients
with nAMD who were repeatedly treated with anti-VEGF agents
for MNV13.

(Fig. 28) Prechoroidal cleft

2.5.2 Sub-RPE Area

2.5 Structured Assessment
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SHRM is a term that describes an accumulation of material, other
than fluid, in the subretinal space. Depending on the retinal
condition, there are different etiologies of SHRM with subtle
differences in reflectivity. However, in most cases, they can be
attributed to one of four conditions where:

- the MNV has a fuzzy, medium reflective appearance and is
often associated with fluid exudation (Fig. 30B)

- the hemorrhage appears medium reflective with posterior
signal blockage (Fig. 30E)

- the fibrotic scar looks more solid and hyperreflective (Fig.
31B)

- the vitelliform lesion is a rarer, accumulation of medium to
hyperreflective material in the subretinal space (Fig. 32B).

2.5.3 Subretinal Area

Subretinal Hyperreflective Material (SHRM) Type 2 MNV

Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits

Covered in the chapter 2.5.1 Sub-RPE area – “Drusen”

Subretinal hemorrhage is a complication of MNV where the
rupture of the juvenile vessels leads to the accumulation of blood
in the subretinal space. It has a very dark appearance on the IR
image and on the OCT scan it is medium to hyperreflective with
adjacent signal blockage (Fig. 30C).

Subretinal Hemorrhage

(Fig. 30) (A) IR image of a SRHM, (B) OCT scan of SHRM, (C) Illustration of the macular neovascularization, (D) IR image of a subretinal hemorrhage, (E) OCT scan of 
a subretinal hemorrhage

(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E)

Subretinal hyperreflective material is mostly found in eyes with
type 2 MNV. It represents fibrovascular tissue, fibrin, blood, or a
mix of all in the space underneath the retina or within the PR
outer-segments (which were infiltrated by MNV). It has a fuzzy,
hyperreflective appearance and is associated with subretinal or
intraretinal fluid (IRF)6,21 (Fig. 30 E).

2.5.3 Subretinal Area

2.5 Structured Assessment
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(Fig. 29) Assessment of the subretinal area.  VMT: Vitreomacular traction, 
PRNV: preretinal neovascularization, CME: cystoid macular edema, CSC: 

central serous chorioretinopathy



(Fig. 31) (A) IR image of a disciform scar, (B) OCT scan of a subretinal scar

Vitelliform (egg-yolk colored, as viewed on color fundus
photography, CFP) material consists mainly of PR debris, which
could result from a faulty RPE phagocytosis process22. As viewed
on OCT, the medium to hyperreflective material accumulates
between the RPE and the retina (Fig. 32B). It often has a cloudy
inhomogeneous medium to hyperreflective appearance, which
can be associated with SRF and could be mistaken as a
neovascularization. The underlying conditions include Best
vitelliform macular dystrophy (young patients) and various
pattern dystrophies such as the adult-onset foveomacular
vitelliform dystrophy23.

Vitelliform Lesion

(Fig. 32) (A) IR image of a vitelliform lesion, (B) OCT scan of a vitelliform lesion

(A)

(B)

(A)

(B)

Persistent type 2 MNV can lead to scarring due to the
consolidation of fibrous material. Subretinal scars appear as an
accumulation of hyperreflective material, with a more solid look
(Fig. 31B) – they can be associated with SRF6,21. On the IR image a
scar appears as an area of hyperreflective material (Fig. 31A).

Disciform Scar

2.5.3 Subretinal Area
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On OCT, the subretinal fluid appears as a hyporeflective lamella
of varying size underneath the retina. There are three significant
ways of fluid accumulating beneath the retina: exudation from
vessels, tractional forces pulling the retina away from the
underlying RPE, or a tear in the retinal tissue that leads to
subretinal inflow of fluid from the vitreous.

Subretinal Fluid (SRF)

There are numerous reasons for exudation, but the basic
principle of exudation is the increased permeability of vessels.
Increased permeability can be caused by:

− inflammatory mediators in inflammatory disease,
− immature vessels and VEGF in neovascular diseases, or
− an altered blood flow like in CSC17,18.

In the case of exudation, there usually is a topographic relation
between the SRF and the area of exudation (at the level of the
RPE), which you should look for in the OCT scan (Fig. 33).

Exudation

Another way of fluid accumulating underneath the retina is by
mechanical forces pulling the retina away from the RPE. One
cause, for example, could be a vitreomacular traction (VMT) that
pulls the retina away from the RPE (in the process of posterior
vitreous detachment (PVD)), resulting in a separation of the
retina from the RPE with the accumulation of SRF19 (Fig. 34).
Preretinal neovascular membranes may cause the same, leading
to tractional retinal detachments.

Traction

A tear in the retina, in most cases, occurs in the periphery around
the vitreous base, where the vitreous is firmly attached to the
retinal tissue. When the vitreous collapses in the process of PVD,
it may cause a tear or hole in the retinal tissue, from where the
fluid can leak into the subretinal space, leading to widespread
accumulations of SRF (Fig. 35) and thus a rhegmatogenous retinal
detachment. Other causes for retinal detachment include severe
exudation or preretinal tractional neovascular membranes18.

Temporary, small fluid accumulations usually have a good visual
prognosis, but as duration and size increase, the malnutrition of
the photoreceptors may result in degeneration of those, leading
to persistent vision loss20.

Retinal Tear

(Fig. 33) SRF accumulation due to exudation from a fibrovascular pigment 
epithelial detachment (F-PED)

(Fig. 34) SRF accumulation due to vitreomacular traction

(Fig. 35) SRF accumulation due to a rhegmatogenous retinal detachment 
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2.5.4 Intraretinal Area

Photoreceptors (PR)

In the current understanding the EZ represents the mitochondria
loaded area of the PRs (Fig. 5 Chapter 1). Studies have found that
the EZ and the ELM integrity positively correlate with the VA in a
wide variety of retinal conditions. Patients with a continuous
EZ/ELM have better visual outcomes after treatment than those
with an interrupted/fragmented EZ/ELM. That was found to be
true in patients with AMD24, retinal vein occlusion (RVO)25, DR26,
or epiretinal membrane (ERM)27. When tested with
microperimetry, areas with an interrupted EZ are less sensitive28.
It was also reported that a granulated appearance of the PR/EZ
has a worse visual prognosis than a smooth appearance in
patients with SRF20.

Ellipsoid Zone (EZ)

Outer retinal tubulation usually occurs in advanced stages of
AMD and could sometimes be misinterpreted as fluid
accumulations29. Instead, it represents a rearrangement of the
PRs, which, on OCT, is recognized by a hyporeflective lumen, with
a hyperreflective ring that consists of the PRs mitochondria and
the ELM30 (Fig. 38). ORT is located within the avascular ONL and
should not be misinterpreted as microaneurysms, which are
alterations of the precapillary arterioles of the central retinal
artery and lie within the inner retinal layers.

Outer Retinal Tubulation (ORT)

(Fig. 37) The ellipsoid zone (EZ) is interrupted multiple times. (Fig. 38) Area of outer retinal tubulation with a hyperreflective ring and a 
hyporeflective lumen

(Fig. 36) Assessment of the intraretinal area; IRF: Intraretinal Fluid, VF: Visual 
Field
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Cystoid Macular Edema (CME)
CME is the consequence of a wide variety of retinal and ocular
conditions (only a few are named here). An increased retinal
capillary permeability is a major cause of CME, especially in
retinal vascular diseases such as DR (loss of pericytes and
endothelial cells), RVO/branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO)
(altered capillary blood flow and hypoxia), or neovascular
disease31 (VEGF, juvenile leaky vessels). While in inflammatory
diseases, the increased permeability is caused by inflammatory
mediators (prostaglandins), the etiology of the post-operative
CME (e.g., Irvine-Gass (Fig. 39)) is not fully understood32.
Tractional forces on the retina (ERM, VMT)33 or toxic agents can
also lead to a CME32.

A CME is easily recognized on OCT by its honeycomb-like
hyporeflective cavities within the retina and an increased retinal
thickness. It can be associated with SRF34 (Fig. 39). Cystic cavities
with a rather grey than black appearance most likely contain
fibrin, high-weight proteins, or hyaline material35.

CME often leads to a decrease in VA but usually, after resolving, a
good best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) can be achieved.
However, a prolonged course of the disease can lead to
irreversible retinal tissue damage, resulting in severe vision
loss36.

IRF is the accumulation of serous fluid within the retina. As IRF
spreads across the macular region, it leads to macular thickening
and, thus, to a CME. A single IRF accumulation may be a sign of a
local retinal degeneration.

Intraretinal Fluid (IRF)

Causes of cystoid macular edema (overview)
− Retinal vein occlusion
− Diabetic retinopathy
− Hypertensive retinopathy
− Macular neovascularization
− Uveitis
− Post-operative (e.g., Irvine-Gass syndrome)
− Post laser therapy
− Drug induced

The causes of CME can be manifold and while the
OCT is the best tool to detect CME, it might be
impossible to determine the underlying condition
only from a single cross-sectional scan.

(Fig. 39) Irvine-Gass cystoid macular edema

(Fig. 40) Cystoid macular edema due to branch retinal vein occlusion (Fig. 41) Cystoid macular edema due to diabetic retinopathy
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Hyperreflective Spots (HRS)

Many studies have dealt with the interpretation of the HRS – we
grouped them into four major categories. HRS as a sign of
intraretinal lipoprotein exudation, pigment migration, retinal
degeneration or photoreceptor debris.

Hard Exudates

Large, intraretinal HRS are usually visible on an IR image, and
represent accumulations of lipoproteins within the retina (Fig.
42). These so-called hard exudates are a sign of blood-retinal
barrier breakdown and allow the assumption of a retinal vascular
disease as the underlying condition or a vascular component in
multifactorial disease. Smaller hyperreflective spots are invisible
on an IR image – they are thought to be tiny accumulations of
lipids or lipid-laden macrophages and, thus, precursors of hard
exudates37,38. Exudates are usually located in the inner retinal
layers or below the OPL as they originate from the retinal
capillary plexus6,39.

Pigment Migration (Fig. 43)

Pigment migration was found to occur in up to 50%40 of eyes with
AMD and is mainly associated with drusen40 where usually the
choriocapillaris is also compromised41-43; spontaneous pigment
migration is rare40. It is thought that one (amongst others) driver
of pigment migration is tissue hypoxia that causes cells to
migrate towards the vascularized retina44, triggered by
inflammatory mediators and cytokines45. It is a sign (and risk
factor) of AMD progression to nAMD or GA46,47. The pigmented
cells mostly migrate into the ONL. Migration into the inner retinal
layers is rare but possible40.

Degenerated Retinal Tissue (Fig. 44)

If the HRS are associated with retinal degeneration, being after
prolonged CME or SRF accumulation, or in GA, the HRS can be
interpreted as degenerated retinal tissue or macrophages
engulfing it38,48,49.

Photoreceptor Debris (Fig. 45)

As PRs are detached from the RPE layer due to, e.g., SRF
accumulation, the shed discs, and other cellular debris are no
longer recycled by the RPE cells, and they accumulate around the
photoreceptor tips where macrophages could engulf it. So HRS
around the photoreceptor tips can usually be interpreted as
photoreceptor debris or macrophages engulfing it.

(Fig. 42) On the right side of the scan there are multiple hard exudates and on 
the left side one can appreciate small lipid accumulations.

(Fig. 43) The HRS associated to the druse represents migrated pigment cells. 

(Fig. 44) The HRS are associated to retinal atrophy and likely represent 
degenerated retinal tissue or macrophages engulfing it.

(Fig. 45) The HRS on the photoreceptor tips likely represent cellular debris.
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Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material (IHRM)

Type 3 MNV

Type 3 MNV is a fibrovascular proliferation originating from the
deep retinal capillary plexus (Fig. 47). The associated intraretinal
fluid is a sign of active exudation50.

Microaneurysms

Microaneurysms are a hallmark of diabetic retinopathy.
Chronically elevated blood glucose levels lead to a loss of
pericytes, weakening the vessel wall. Increased hydrostatic
pressure may then cause an outward bulging of the vessel,
forming a microaneurysm.

They have a well-defined round or oval appearance on OCT (Fig.
48). In larger lesions, one can appreciate the hyperreflective ring
representing the vessel wall of the MA. The breakdown of the
aneurysms may cause leakage into the retinal tissue resulting in
diabetic macular edema (DME).

Intraretinal Hemorrhage

Intraretinal hemorrhage is common in retinal vascular diseases
such as DR or RVO. In OCT, the hemorrhage can be recognized as
an accumulation of intraretinal hyperreflective material, leading
to a local thickening of the retina that is blocking the
transmission of the signal51 (Fig. 46). In the IR image they usually
appear as black to hyporeflective areas.

Cotton Wool Spots (CWS)

Cotton wool spots usually occur due to a retinal perfusion
impairment, with the most common causes being diabetes and
hypertension52. The ischemia leads to an interruption of the
axonal transport and results in an intracellular edema52,53. On
OCT, they appear as a round thickening of the RNFL that is
causing slight to no posterior signal blockage (Fig. 49). The CWS
are hardly visible hyporeflective areas in the IR image.

(Fig. 47) Intraretinal hyperreflective material (IRHM) representing a type 3 
macular neovascularization (MNV).

(Fig. 48) Oval microaneurysm leaking into the retina, causing a cystoid 
macular edema (CME).

(Fig. 46) (A) IR scan and (B) OCT scan of an intraretinal hemorrhage (Fig. 49) (A) IR image and (B) OCT scan of cotton wool spots

(A) (A)

(B) (B)
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A HFL-RA appears as a medium reflective thickening of the OPL
and might be mistaken as a pathologic retinal alteration.
However, it occurs when the angle of incidence of the light beam
from the OCT hits the HFL at a certain angle, resulting in an
increased reflectivity (Fig. 50A–C). It is possible to simulate an
HFL-RA by pivoting the OCT camera from left to right, causing the
depicted retina to pan in the horizontal plane, resulting in a
"thickened" OPL (Fig. 50C).

Henle Fiber Layer Reflex Artifact (HFL-RA)

(Fig. 50) HFL-RA caused by: (A) a druse, (B) a serous PED, (C) a horizontally 
panned scan

(A)

(B)

(C)
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Inner Retinal Layers (IRL)

Hyperreflectivity of Inner Retinal Layers

In acute phases of ischemia, cellular functions are impaired,
leading to intracellular edema and manifest as hyperreflective
swelling of the retinal layers on OCT. While a central retinal
artery occlusion (CRAO) results in a diffuse swelling of all inner
retinal layers (Fig. 52), the infarction of precapillary retinal
arterioles (superficial or deep capillary plexus) may result in local
alterations of the affected area (Fig. 53 vs. 54). A variety of
conditions such as diabetes, hypertension, sickle cell disease, HIV,
or systemic lupus can lead to vascular insults by damaging the
endothelium, embolization, or secondary to inflammation54.
While vascular insults of the superficial capillary plexus usually
result in CWS54 (Fig. 53), infarctions of the deep capillary plexus
result in hyperreflectivity and slight swelling of the middle retinal
layers (Fig. 54). This condition is called paracentral acute middle
maculopathy (PAMM)55 if it is a secondary event to an underlying
condition mentioned above.

Furthermore, a study found that ischemic retinas often present a
prominent middle limiting membrane (p-MLM) (Fig. 54), which
they refer to as a reliable indicator for acute ischemic damage56.

Thinning of Inner Retinal Layers

The evolution of retinal ischemic events (viewed on OCT) usually
starts with the above-mentioned hyperreflectivity of retinal
layers and ends in a thinning/atrophy in chronic stages. Thus, a
thinning of retinal layers (OPL–RNFL) is suspect to a past ischemic
event (Fig. 55).

Disorganization of Retinal Inner Layers (DRIL)

Patients with a disorganization of the retinal inner layers (DRIL)
were found to have worse visual outcomes after treatment
and/or resolution e.g., of center-involved DME57,58 (Fig. 51),
uveitic CME59, CME due to RVO60 or a DRIL due to an ERM61 (Fig.
56). While the DRIL in vascular diseases is subtle and presents as
a loss of contour of the individual layers, the DRIL caused by
ERMs presents more clearly and is easier to recognize by the
additional hyperreflective layer on the retina.

(Fig. 52) Diffuse swelling of the inner retinal layers after a central retinal artery 
occlusion (CRAO)

(Fig. 53) Cotton wool spots (CWS) resulting from insults of the superficial 
capillary plexus

(Fig. 54) Paracentral acute middle maculopathy (PAMM) and prominent 
middle limiting membrane (p-MLM) resulting from insults within the deep 

capillary plexus

(Fig. 55) Thinning of the inner retinal layers after an ischemic event

(Fig. 51) Disorganization of the retinal inner layers (DRIL) after resolution of a 
diabetic macular edema (DME)

(Fig. 56) Disorganization of the retinal inner layers (DRIL) caused by an 
epiretinal membrane (ERM)
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MNV is a complication of a multitude of retinal/ocular diseases.
Circulatory failures, obstructions62, or stasis may result in tissue
hypoxia and the release of growth factors such as VEGF to
revascularize the metabolically deprived tissue63. Furthermore, it
was found that the Bruch's membranes' degeneration is strongly
associated with MNV7. Thus, any diseases/conditions that could
compromise the Bruch's membrane are in danger of MNV
development.

Anti-VEGF therapy has shown to be very effective in all types of
MNV, showing promising results in VA gain when administered in
a timely manner. Early identification of OCT-based biomarkers
such as PEDs, SHRM, SRF, and IRF warrants immediate treatment,
leading to a better prognosis.

Their topographic location differentiates three significant types
of MNV: types 1–3. Active MNVs are always associated with fluid
accumulation due to serous fluid exudation from the juvenile
leaky vessels and VEGF44. It is difficult to estimate exact
incidences of the different subtypes of MNV as different studies
present varying results. However, the type 1 MNV was shown to
be the most common, making up 25–40% of MNV subtypes. The
other subtypes show a relatively large spread of the incidences,
depending on the studied population.

Macular Neovascularization – Summary

Type 1 MNV (Fig. 57)

Type 1 MNV, previously classified as occult choroidal
neovascularization (CNV) on fluorescein angiography (FA), is a
vascular proliferation underneath the RPE64. On OCT, it presents
as a heterogeneous, hypo- to medium reflective elevation of the
RPE (representing fibrovascular material); if leakage is
substantial, it might present as, or be accompanied by, a serous
PED4.

Type 2 MNV (Fig. 58) 

In Type 2 MNVs, the neovascular membrane infiltrates the
subretinal space or retinal tissue through a tear in the RPE-
Bruch's membrane complex. Historically it is also referred to as
"classic" CNV due to the visualization of neovessels on FA64. On
OCT, eyes with type 2 MNV present with SHRM and fluid
accumulations, representing the fibrovascular tissue and
exudation in this area6.

Mixed Type MNV

Sometimes a mixed type MNV occurs, usually from a combination
of type 1 and type 2 MNV, identifiable on OCT by a fibrovascular
PED with associated SHRM and SRF/IRF64.

Type 3 MNV (Fig. 59)

Patients with AMD often have a compromised choriocapillaris in
areas with drusen or SDD, leading to a tissue undersupply with
subsequent release of angiogenic factors. The excessive
concentration of these factors ultimately leads to a proliferation
of vessels from the deep capillary plexus towards the
undersupplied areas44. As the type 3 MNV originates in the
retinal capillary plexus, it presents on OCT as an accumulation of
fuzzy-looking IHRM with associated IRF.

(Fig. 57) Type 1 MNV 

(Fig. 58) Type 2 MNV

(Fig. 59) Type 3 MNV

In many countries, guidelines still recommend fluorescein
angiography as the diagnostic procedure for the definite
diagnosis of MNV before initiating anti-VEGF therapy. That is
because FA was used as the main diagnostic tool in many pivotal
trials. However, additional imaging methods have significantly
improved retinal diagnostics in recent years. Multimodal imaging
with OCT, OCT angiography (OCT-A), fundus autofluorescence,
multicolor, or digital fundus photography may in many cases be
reliable to diagnose an MNV and set a clear indication for the
initialization of therapy, even without prior dye angiography. This
can avoid delayed initiation of treatment, for example, in
neovascular AMD, minimize examination risks, and free up
resources in daily routine. In this book, the focus is only on the
capabilities (and therefore also limitations) of the OCT. With that
said, the experienced expert may decide based on these
instruments and local guidelines which imaging methods are
suitable to ensure a reliable diagnosis with a clear indication for
the initiation of therapy. This book trains you to recognize OCT-
specific markers of MNV to enable precise diagnostic and therapy
planning.
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The likelihood of cuticular drusen progressing to nAMD ranges
from 9% to 13% (within five years) and to GA from 25% to 29%
(within five years)66,67.

Regardless of the disease stage based on other characteristics,
SDD are of prognostic significance for the progression towards GA
(15% in two years) and towards nAMD (31% in two years)46,68-70.

Furthermore, eyes with SDD are at increased risk for developing
type 3 MNV. The period between the diagnosis of MNV type 3
and fellow eye neovascularization was significantly shorter in
eyes with SDD versus eyes without SDDs (14 ± 9 months vs. 21 ± 9
months)71.

Risk Factors For AMD Progression
In patients with nAMD, early treatment with anti-VEGF agents is
essential to preserve vision and avoid irreversible retinal damage.
While patient education and home vision monitoring are
indispensable, symptoms might occur only when profound
alterations of the macula develop. Identifying patients with a
higher risk for progression is an important task of the
ophthalmologist and the foundation for good patient education
and follow-up planning.

While demographic and environmental, genetic, comorbidity,
and molecular risk factors play a significant role in AMD
progression, the following overview only includes phenotypic risk
factors.

Small Drusen 

Small drusen, or so-called “drupelets”, are viewed as a normal
aging process with a low probability (0.4%) of developing late
AMD within five years65.

Medium (63 µm–125 µm) and Large (>125 µm) Drusen

An increase in the size of the drusen is associated with an
increased risk of AMD progression, and when pigmentary
abnormalities accompany the drusen, the risk increases even
more.

While medium and large drusen present a risk of progression to
late-stage AMD within five years of 2% and 13%, accompanying
pigmentary abnormalities increase the risk to 20% and 47%,
respectively65.

Cuticular Drusen

Pigment migration represents a significant risk factor for AMD
progression to nAMD and GA12,72-74. Over a course of 24 months
47% of eyes with HRS developed nAMD and 50% developed GA
within 28 months47,75.

SDD / Reticular pseudodrusen

Pigment Migration (HRS)

Drusenoid PED

Drusenoid PEDs have an increased probability of progression to
GA (19%)76-78 and nAMD (23%)76-78 within five years.

Choroid

One prospective study found that reduced choroidal thickness
was associated with GA development12. However, these finding
could not be replicated70.

Quiescent MNV

Eyes with quiescent MNVs have a 15- to 18-fold higher risk of
becoming exudative compared to eyes without a precursor
quiescent MNV79-81.

iRORA

Within five years 74% of eyes with iRORA progress to cRORA46.

ORT

An area with ORT at the border of a GA lesion has a positive
effect as they slow the enlargement of the GA lesion when
compared to eyes without ORT82.

Reflective Drusen Substructures

Eyes with reflective drusen substructures (Fig. 61) are at a
significantly higher risk of developing GA (not MNV) within three
years.

(Fig. 60) Reflective drusen substructures

Evolution of Atrophy (Fig. 61)

A research group has defined 2 changes that precede drusen-
associated atrophy88:

− subsidence (sinking in) of the OPL and INL, and
− the appearance of a hyporeflective wedge-shaped band

within the boundaries of the OPL.

These alterations are thought to appear successive but were also
found simultaneously; sometimes the atrophy directly followed
the subsidence of the OPL and INL.

(Fig. 61) Evolution of geographic atrophy
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Amongst vitreoretinal interface abnormalities, epiretinal
membranes (ERM) are the most common, with a prevalence of
around 28% in 63–74-year-old individuals and 53% in the over 85-
year-old population. On OCT, they are easily recognized as a
hyperreflective band on the retinal surface or as a wrinkling of
the retinal surface on the IR image. They can form after ocular
surgery, trauma, inflammation, or laser therapy, to name a few;
most often, they are idiopathic. Depending on their severity, they
can be asymptomatic and have no impact on the retinal
architecture or, in severe cases, lead to profound vision
impairment. They can lead to a disorganization of the retinal
layers (Fig. 66), a loss of the foveal contour (Fig. 66), as well as
edema formation. Most patients only have little to no symptoms
and do not need treatment; severe cases with pronounced
metamorphopsia, reduced VA and/or monocular double vision
may require surgery.

2.5.5 Epi- and Preretinal Area

Epiretinal Membrane

(Fig. 63) Epiretinal membrane causing a disorganization of the retinal 
layers.

(Fig. 64) Epiretinal membrane causing a disorganization of retinal layers.

(Fig. 66) Epiretinal membrane causing a loss of the foveal contour and a 
disorganization of the inner retinal layers.

(Fig. 65) Wrinkling of the retinal surface

(Fig. 62) Assessment of the epi-/preretinal area; LHEP: Lamellar hole-
associated epiretinal proliferation, HRS: Hyperreflective Spots
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Vitreomacular adhesion (VMA) is a normal state of the human
eye. What VMA defines in OCT grading is the onset of posterior
vitreous detachment with visualization of the posterior hyaloid
(Fig. 67). The vitreous is adherent to the retinal surface but does
not cause any visual symptoms or impact the retinal
architecture19 and with time, the vitreous usually separates from
the retina without any incident – resulting in a complete PVD
(Fig. 68).

If the vitreoretinal adhesion is strong and the syneresis of the
vitreous progresses, it can lead to VMT (Fig. 69). There are
different levels of traction, causing no to severe visual symptoms
or structural changes of the retina, like the accumulation of SRF
(Fig. 69) or IRF.

If the adhesion is strong, the traction may lead to a macular
hole19.

A primary full thickness macular hole (FTMH) results from the
traction of the vitreous on the retina, disrupting all foveal layers
from the ILM down to the RPE. It can be accompanied by
intraretinal fluid.

Vitreomacular Adhesion/Traction (VMA/VMT) Macular Hole

Full Thickness (Fig. 70)

In mild cases, the traction/adhesion leads to the formation of a
lamellar defect, where only parts of the retinal structure are
interrupted19. They are associated with ERMs in 82% - 100% of
cases. In addition, some cases present with lamellar hole-
associated epiretinal proliferation (LHEP), which is thought to
represent an extensive proliferation of Müller cells on the
epiretinal surface85. On OCT, it presents as a thin hyporeflective
lamella on the retinal surface.

Lamellar (Fig. 71) 

Pseudo macular holes arise from retinal deformation due to
ERMs and thus are not traumatic substance defects like a lamellar
macular hole (LMH) or FTMH.

Pseudo Macular Hole (Fig. 72) 

(Fig. 68) Posterior vitreous detachment (Fig. 71) Lamellar hole with lamellar hole-associated epiretinal proliferation

(Fig. 67) Vitreomacular adhesion (Fig. 70) Full thickness macular hole

(Fig. 69) Vitreomacular traction (Fig. 72) Pseudo macular hole
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Retinal ischemia in retinal vascular diseases, such as DR or
ischemic RVO, can trigger neovascularization due to tissue
hypoxia and subsequent secretion of angiogenic factors86,
resulting in the formation of pre-retinal neovascularization.
These alterations have a dense, medium to hyperreflective
appearance with adjacent signal blockage on OCT. On the IR
image, they appear as hypo- to medium reflective formations.

Preretinal Neovascularization (PRNV) (Fig. 73)

(Fig. 73) (A) IR image and (B) OCT image of preretinal neovascularization

Summary

The OCT is an indispensable examination tool in ophthalmologic
practice, as it provides microscopic, anatomically accurate cross-
sections through the retina. The OCT does not replace a detailed
assessment of the individual case, its ocular and systemic
presentations. However, it enables us to analyze and understand,
for example, funduscopic alterations, more precisely and at a
microscopic level.

For accurate diagnosis and clinical decision-making, it is
important to have an in-depth understanding of the pathological
processes in the eye down to a cellular level and to understand
the general rules by which the individual structures work and
how they relate to each other.

It is a reproducible, non-invasive imaging modality that allows us
to precisely observe and document the course of diseases, plan
treatment regimens and monitor their effectiveness.

The retinal alterations explained in this chapter can be found in a
multitude of diseases, and even if we are sometimes not able to
determine the cause based on a single scan, we can use the
technique proposed here to create a precise retinal assessment,
which improves further therapy- and diagnostic-planning.

(A)

(B)
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(Fig. 1) Structured process of the OCT assessment
(Fig. 2) IR image of a healthy retina
(Fig.3) IR image – assessment guide
(Fig.4) (A) dark area with a central petaloid pattern (classic in

cystoid macular edema), (B) hyporeflective areas
representing epiretinal blood accumulations, (C) two
round hyporeflective dots representing micro
aneurysms, the image is unevenly illuminated, (D)
flame-shaped hyporeflective areas representing
intraretinal hemorrhages, (E) white hyperreflective
spots representing hard exudates, arranged in a star-
like formation called circinate figure, (F) hyperreflective
spots representing colloid drusen, the image presents a
vignetting artifact (G) hyperreflective areas with
visualized choroidal vessels representing areas
geographic atrophy, (H) Hyporeflective areas with a
hyperreflective ring, representing large drusen, (I)
central hyperreflective alterations represent pigment
clumping/migration; the tiny, reticular (networked)
medium reflective alterations with a hyporeflective
halo represent reticular pseudodrusen and are mainly
spread in the peripheral macula, sparing the central
area.

(Fig. 5) IR image: the black cloud represents a vitreous opacity.
OCT: shadowing artifact caused by the VO

(Fig. 6) Reduced S:N ration due to a pronounced cataract
(Fig. 7) Vignetting artifact
(Fig. 8) Mirror artifact
(Fig. 9) Scan location. The grid separates the macula into the

superior, temporal, inferior and nasal quadrants
(Fig. 10) The foveal bulge marks the area of the fovea. The umbo

hyperreflectivity marks the foveola
(Fig. 11) The average macular thickness is around 280µm

amongst healthy individuals. By following the RNFL and
OPL (both marked red) you will find the foveal
depression. In this scan the PM bundle is on the right
side of the scan – meaning we are looking at a scan of a
right eye

(Fig. 12) Reflective behavior of the retinal layers, A: white-on-
black, B: black-on-white

(Fig. 13) Retinal areas
(Fig. 14) The assessment guide
(Fig.15) Assessment of the Sub-RPE area
(Fig. 16) (A) single hyporeflective druse, (B) medium reflective

confluent drusen (C) single hyperreflective druse (D)
Patient with AMD with multiple drusen.

(Fig. 17) Drusenoid PED
(Fig. 18) Heterogenous hypo- to medium reflective,

fibrovascular PED
(Fig.19) Serous PED
(Fig. 20) Serous PED associated with nAMD
(Fig.21) Shallow irregular RPE elevation with a clearly visible

DLS.
(Fig. 22) cRORA
(Fig. 23) Two separate iRORA lesions
(Fig. 24) Small hard druse
(Fig. 25) Cuticular drusen
(Fig. 26) Subretinal drusenoid deposits
(Fig. 27) Large soft drusen
(Fig. 28) Prechoroidal cleft
Fig. 29) Assessment of the subretinal area

(Fig. 30) (A) IR image of a SRHM, (B) OCT scan of SHRM, (C)
Illustration of the macular neovascularization, (D) IR
image of a subretinal hemorrhage, (E) OCT scan of a
subretinal hemorrhage

(Fig. 31) (A) IR image of a disciform scar, (B) OCT scan of a
subretinal scar

(Fig. 32) (A) IR image of a vitelliform lesion, (B) OCT scan of a
vitelliform lesion

(Fig. 33) SRF accumulation due to exudation form a F-PED
(Fig. 34) SRF accumulation due to Vitreomacular traction
(Fig. 35) SRF accumulation due to a rhegmatogenous retinal

detachment
(Fig. 36) Assessment of the intraretinal area
(Fig. 37) The EZ is interrupted multiple times
(Fig. 38) Outer retinal tubulations with a hyperreflective ring

and a hyporeflective lumen
(Fig. 39) Irvine-Gass cystoid macular edema
(Fig. 40) Cystoid macular edema due to branch retinal vein

occlusion
(Fig. 41) Cystoid macular edema due to diabetic retinopathy
(Fig. 42) On the right side of the scan there are multiple hard

exudates and on the left side one can appreciate small
lipid accumulations

(Fig. 43) The HRS associated to the druse represents migrated
pigment cells

(Fig. 44) The HRS are associated to retinal atrophy and likely
represent degenerated retinal tissue or macrophages
engulfing it

(Fig. 45) The HRS on the photoreceptor tips likely represent
cellular debris

(Fig. 46) (A) IR scan and (B) OCT scan of an intraretinal
hemorrhage

(Fig. 47) IHRM representing a type 3 MNV
(Fig. 48) Oval microaneurysm leaking into the retina, causing a

CME
(Fig. 49) (A) IR image and (B) OCT scan of cotton wool spots
(Fig. 50) HFL-RA caused by: (A) a druse, (B) a serous PED, (C) a 

horizontally panned scan
(Fig. 51) DRIL after resolution of a DME
(Fig. 52) Diffuse swelling of the inner retinal layers after a CRAO
(Fig. 53) CWS resulting from insults of the superficial capillary 

plexus
(Fig. 54) PAMM and p-MLM resulting from insults within the 

deep capillary plexus
(Fig. 55) Thinning of the IRL after an ischemic event
(Fig. 56) DRIL caused by an ERM
(Fig. 57) Type 1 MNV 
(Fig. 58) Type 2 MNV
(Fig. 59) Type 3 MNV
(Fig. 60) Reflective drusen substructures
(Fig. 61) Evolution of GA
(Fig. 62) Assessment of the Epi/preretinal area
(Fig. 63) ERM causing a disorganization of the retinal layers
(Fig. 64) ERM causing a disorganization of retinal layers
(Fig. 65) Wrinkling of the retinal surface
(Fig. 66) ERM causing a loss of the foveal contour and a 

disorganization of the inner retinal layers
(Fig. 67) Vitreomacular adhesion
(Fig. 68) Posterior vitreous detachment 
(Fig. 69) Vitreomacular traction
(Fig. 70) Full thickness macular hole
(Fig. 71) Lamellar hole with LHEP
(Fig. 72) Pseudo macular hole
(Fig. 73) (A) IR image of PRN, (B) OCT image of PRN
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Especially for the first few cases it would be best if you take the
“cheat sheet” and use the assessment guide like you would use a
recipe, following one line after another, writing down all the
noticeable changes before interpreting them.

When assessing the scan use the terminology suggested in Fig. 2
and always go back to the scan of the healthy retina when in
doubt.

3.Exercise

(Fig. 1) Structured process of the OCT assessment

(Fig. 2 ) Definition of retinal areas

(Fig. 3) OCT scan of a healthy retina

(Fig. 5) Reflective behavior of the individual retinal layers

(Fig. 4) Terminology for OCT assessment of alterations
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Assessment Guide

3. Exercise
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(Fig. 15) Assessment guide



Cases
If necessary, use the fold-out 
cheat sheets for assistance!



Case 1

3. Exercise

52

Age 74

Case 1 

IR Image:
The fovea presents a slightly irregular reflectivity inferiorly.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 1
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53

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

Drusen Multiple, intermediate and small

This patient has multiple drusen of varying sizes, consistent with early AMD. Although irregular, the EZ is not clearly
interrupted, and there is an HFL-RA above the druse.

Interpretation

Findings

EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – HFL-RA: Henle Fiber Layer - Reflex Artifact – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium



Case 2
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Age 79

Case 2

IR Image:
The right half of the image has a somewhat irregular
appearance which is most likely caused by an irregular
distribution of pigment (norm-variant).

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 2
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Area Structure Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

Druse Single, small druse

Preretinal VMA

This patient has a single small druse right at the fovea. The vitreous is adherent to the fovea, but it does not cause any 
traction or deformation of the fovea. So, we are looking at a patient with early signs of AMD and a VMA.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related macular degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – VMA: Vitreomacular Adhesion
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Age 70

Case 3 

IR Image:
Very dark IR image, insufficient for assessment. However,
there is a light-reflex artifact, and if one looks closely,
there is a drusen-suspect irregular appearance of the
macular region.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 3
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

Drusen Multiple

Intraretinal HRS Associated to RPE alteration

There are multiple drusen of varying sizes spread across the scan – a hallmark of AMD. The HRS are associated with the RPE
alterations and most likely represent pigment migration, which is a sign of AMD progression.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related macular degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots
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Age 76

Case 4

IR Image:
There are disseminated reticular pseudodrusen and the
central HRS, in conjunction with the drusen probably
represent clumped or migrated pigment.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Peripheral macula



Case 4
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Area Structure Description

Sub-RPE SDD Reticular pseudodrusen

PR EZ interrupted

In this scan, we can appreciate well-delineated subretinal drusenoid deposits, of which one has caused an interruption of 
the EZ. We are looking at a patient with AMD who is at a higher risk for MNV development.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related macular degeneration – SDD: Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits – PR: Photoreceptors – EZ: 
Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – MNV: Macular neovascularization
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Age 73

Case 5 

IR Image:
Hyporeflective appearance of the macular region with a
central medium reflective circle and multiple bright spots;
shadowing artifact in the inferior portion of the image, due
to false centration.

Scan Quality:
Good without artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

PED Fibrovascular PED

Subretinal SRF Associated to F-PED

The most striking feature of this eye is heterogenous PED, which is consistent with a fibrovascular PED and is associated
with SRF – findings very consistent with an active type 1 MNV. There are no clear indications for the underlying condition of
the MNV in this scan.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – MNV: 
Macular Neovascularization
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Age 61

Case 6 

IR Image:
Wrinkling of the retinal surface; otherwise, regular
appearance.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Structure Description

Epiretinal ERM Disorganization of retinal layers

Interpretation

Findings

We are looking at a patient with a thick ERM that is causing some disorganization of the retinal layers (DRIL).

ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – DRIL: Disorganization of Retinal Inner Layers
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Age 87

Case 7 

IR Image:
A dark spot with a bright halo right at the fovea consistent
with a druse. There are multiple hyperreflective spots and
bright areas, predominantly in the extramacular region.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

Drusen Multiple of varying sizes

There is a larger druse right at the fovea and on the left side of the scan – we are looking at a patient with AMD. The
subretinal area on the left side is suspect of SDD or small drusen. The hyperreflective area above the central druse most
likely represents an HFL-RA.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SDD: Subretinal Drusenoid
Deposits - HFL-RA: Henle Fiber Layer - Reflex Artifact
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Age 76

Case 8 

IR Image:
Wrinkling of the retinal surface and irregular appearance
of the whole macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 8
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

Drusen Multiple, confluent

Intraretinal HRS Associated to RPE alteration

EZ Irregular

Epiretinal ERM Loss of foveal contour

We are looking at a scan with three confluent drusen with associated pigment migration (a sign of AMD progression) and 
an irregular EZ. The ERM is causing a deformation of the retina with a loss of the foveal contour. 

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – EZ: 
Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane
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Age 57

Case 9

IR Image:
Some wrinkling of the retinal tissue following the superior
vascular arcade is visible; there is a dark veil originating
from the optic disc.

Scan Quality:
Noisy without artifects

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRL Thinned

Preretinal VO VO with posterior signal blockage

This scan is of inferior quality with ill-defined retinal layers and a large vitreous opacity causing a posterior signal blockage 
(Signal-b). In addition, the retina is relatively thinned, which could indicate a past ischemic event.

Interpretation

Findings

IRL: Inner Retinal Layers – VO: Vitreous Opacity – Signal-b: Signal-blockage 



Case 10

3. Exercise

70

Age 75

Case 10 

IR Image:
There are multiple hyperreflective spots and areas and
disseminated drusen-suspect alterations spread across the
macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 10

3. Exercise

71

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Elevated, irregular

PED Drusenoid PED, drusen

SIRE With DLS, no exudation

PR EZ and ELM interrupted

Intraretinal HRS Associated to alterations of the RPE

Interpretation

Findings

This patient has multiple drusen of varying sizes and features consistent with AMD. Centrally there is a drusenoid PED as 
well as some single drusen. On the right side of the scan, one can appreciate a SIRE without signs of exudation, which could 
represent a quiescent MNV that should be monitored closely. Unfortunately, the EZ and the ELM are interrupted at the 
fovea, leaving this patient with a comparatively worse visual prognosis. The HRS above the large drusenoid PED likely 
represent migrated and clumped RPE – a sign of AMD progression. 

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial 
Detachment – d-PED: Drusenoid PED – SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE Elevation – DLS: Double-layer sign – PR: 

Photoreceptors – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – ELM: 
External Limiting Membrane



Case 11

3. Exercise

72

Age 90

Case 11

IR Image:
Large bright area with visualized choroidal vessels –
consistent with geographic atrophy. Reticular pseudodrusen
are spread across the whole fundus.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 11

3. Exercise

73

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Interrupted, elevated

SIRE With DLS, no exudation

Atrophy GA (cRORA)

Subretinal SDD Reticular pseudodrusen

PR PR atrophy, ORT

Interpretation

Findings

This eye's most striking feature is the widespread area of complete RPE and PR atrophy with adjacent signal
hypertransmission (cRORA). In addition, on the left side of the scan, there are multiple SDD. A suspect ORT indicates
disease chronicity and stability; next to it is a SIRE with an evident DLS without signs of fluid accumulation. These findings
are very consistent with a GA secondary to AMD. Lastly, the choroid is relatively thinned.

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE 
Elevation – DLS: Double-layer sign – SDD: Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits – PR: Photoreceptor – cRORA: 

complete RPE and Outer Retinal Atrophy – ORT: Outer Retinal Tubulation – DLS: Double Layer Sign – GA: 
Geographic Atrophy – HT: Hypertransmission



Case 12

3. Exercise

74

Age 50

Case 12 

IR Image:
Large hyporeflective area that extends into the lower part
of the fundus. In addition, right above the fovea is an
accumulation of irregular hyperreflective spots.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 12

3. Exercise

75

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE PC Suspicious of Pachychoroid (PC)

Subretinal SRF Exudation

PR Irregularity/Granulated appearance

Intraretinal HRS Around the ELM

The most striking feature of this scan is the accumulation of SRF. In conjunction with the suspiciously thickened choroid, 
this patient is probably suffering from a central serous chorioretinopathy. The PRs have a granulated, irregular appearance 
which could represent elongated or shed PR outer segments or fibrin material. The HRS around the ELM could be signs of 
retinal degeneration.

Interpretation

Findings

PC: Pachychoroid – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: Photoreceptor – PR-i: Photoreceptor Irregularity – HRS: 
Hyperreflective Spots – ELM: External Limiting Membrane



Case 13

3. Exercise

76

IR Image:
Irregular appearance of the macular region consistent with
drusen; there is a darker area in the inferior part of the
parafoveal macula and a light-reflex artifact right in the
center. Widespread areas of reticular pseudodrusen.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea

Age 73

Case 13  



Case 13

3. Exercise

77

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED Drusen;  hyporeflective PED

Subretinal SHRM Suspicious 

SRF Suspicious

Intraretinal HRS Associated to RPE alteration

This is an ambiguous case that leaves room for multiple interpretations. The large hyporeflective PED neither has the classic
heterogeneous appearance of a F-PED nor the black appearance of a S-PED; however, it is associated with SHRM and an
SRF-suspect area pointing towards an MNV. The SRF accumulation could result from a neurosensory detachment caused by
the huge PED and only represent pseudo-SRF. As drusen are the hallmark of AMD we can confidently diagnose it. However,
in this case, OCT-A or FA would be advisable to rule out an MNV. The HRS in this constellation most likely represents
pigment migration – a sign of AMD progression.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial 
Detachment – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective  Spots –

F-PED: Fibrovascular-PED – S-PED: Serous-PED – OCT-A: Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography – FA: 
Fluorescein Angiography – MNV: Macular Neovascularization



Case 14

3. Exercise

78

Age 84

Case 14 

IR Image:
A hyporeflective area in the temporal macula.

Scan Quality:
Good without artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 14

3. Exercise

79

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, Irregular

Drusen Druplets

SIRE With DLS and SRF

Subretinal SHRM Medium reflective (fuzzy) with associated SRF

SRF Exudation from MNV

This eye's most striking feature is the pronounced accumulation of SHRM with associated SRF which is very consistent with
a type 2 MNV. There is also a SIRE probably due to a type 1 MNV. Together these findings are very consistent with an active
mixed-type MNV. There are multiple tiny druplets.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE Elevation – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective 
Material – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – DLS: Double-layer Sign



Case 15

3. Exercise

80

Age 88

Case 15 

IR Image:
Dark image. An irregular hyperreflective area between the
optic disc and the macula. Peripapillary chorioretinal
atrophy.

Scan Quality:
Good with without artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 15

3. Exercise

81

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Atrophic

Atrophy RPE- atrophy with signal hypertransmission

Subretinal SHRM Hyperreflective (solid)

PR PR atrophy

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

Interpretation

Findings

There is a large area of solid-looking SHRM, consistent with fibrotic scar tissue. The PR layer is thinned and the RPE seems
to be atrophic with adjacent signal hypertransmission (HT). If one looks closely, the choroid is also thinned in the area of
atrophy.

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – PR: Photoreceptor – PH: 
Posterior Hyaloid – HT: Hypertransmission



Case 16

3. Exercise

82

Age 60

Case 16

IR Image:
There are multiple black spots in the parafoveal region and
a hyporeflective appearance of that area.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 16

3. Exercise

83

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

IHRM Oval microaneurysm

Epiretinal ERM

This eye's most striking feature is the large microaneurysm (MA), a hallmark of diabetic retinopathy, with associated IRF 
probably due to a leakage from the MA . This patient very likely has a diabetic macular edema. In addition, the ERM is 
causing a wrinkling of the RNFL.

Interpretation

Findings

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MA:
Microaneurysm – RNFL: Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer



Case 17

3. Exercise

84

Age 57

IR Image:
The superior temporal veins appear tortuous. Additionally,
blot and flame-shaped retinal hemorrhages are visible in
the superior macular pole.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea

Case 17 



Case 17

3. Exercise

85

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IHRM intraretinal haemorrhage

Preretinal VMA Vitreomacular adhesion

Interpretation

Findings

The most striking feature of this scan is the accumulation of IHRM with adjacent signal blockage – a finding very consistent
with an intraretinal hemorrhage. Looking at the IR image, the IHRM correlates with the black spot in the image – giving us
confidence in our interpretation; The IR image provides a picture consistent with a BRVO.

IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – VMA: Vitreomacular Adhesion – BRVO: Branch Retinal Vein 
Occlusion – PH: Posterior Hyaloid



Case 18

3. Exercise

86

Age 82

Case 18 

IR Image:
There are multiple hyperreflective spots as well as
disseminated reticular pseudodrusen. However, the fovea
seems to be spared.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Peripheral macula



Case 18

3. Exercise

87

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SDD Reticular pseudodrusen

PR EZ fragmented

In this scan, we can appreciate well-delineated reticular pseudodrusen that caused EZ fragmentation. We are looking at a 
patient with AMD.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – SDD: Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits – PR: Photoreceptor - EZ-f: 
Ellipsoid Zone Fragmentation 



Case 19

3. Exercise

88

Age 57

Case 19 

IR Image:
There are disseminated hyporeflective spots that could
represent retinal hemorrhages and microaneurysms. The
inferior half of the fundus also has a hyporeflective
appearance.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 19

3. Exercise

89

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRF Minimal thickening

IHRM Oval microaneurysm

HRS Outer retina

This eye’s most striking feature is the large, oval microaneurysm, a hallmark of diabetic retinopathy. In addition, three fluid-
filled spaces formed around the OPL, probably due to increased vascular permeability. They are causing a minimal 
thickening of the retina and, thus, early-stage diabetic macular edema.

Interpretation

Findings

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – OPL: Outer 
Plexiform Layer  



Case 20

3. Exercise

90

Age 53

IR Image:
Central light reflex artifact and a few disseminated drusen
around the macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea

Case 20



Case 20

3. Exercise

91

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Tractional

EZ EZ interrupted

Preretinal VMT Causing neurosensory detachment

The most striking feature of this eye is a vitreomacular traction that is causing a detachment of the retina from the RPE
leading to an accumulation of SRF. Additionally, the EZ appears irregular at the foveola, and it is also interrupted.

Interpretation

Findings

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – VMT: Vitreomacular Traction – RPE: Retinal Pigment 
Epithelium – PH: Posterior Hyaloid 



Case 21

3. Exercise

92

Age 52

Case 21 

IR Image:
Multiple dark spots around the macula, fovea looks slightly
darker. Light reflex artifact in the center.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 21

3. Exercise

93

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Exudate

IHRM Microaneurysm

Epiretinal ERM Thin

There are multiple microaneurysms and hard exudates – both are hallmarks of DR. The accumulation of IRF causes retinal 
thickening and leads to the suspected diagnosis of a diabetic macular edema.  Additionally, there is a distinct ERM. 

Interpretation

Findings

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – ERM: 
Epiretinal Membrane – DR: Diabetic Retinopathy – MA: Microaneurysms



Case 22

3. Exercise

94

Age 60

Case 22 

IR Image:
The fovea appears hyporeflective, and there are multiple
hyperreflective spots.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 22

3. Exercise

95

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

SIRE With DLS and SRF

Subretinal SRF Associated to RPE alteration

Interpretation

Findings

There is a very shallow elevation of the RPE (SIRE) with an evident DLS and associated SRF. This PED possibly contains an
MNV that exudates into the subretinal space – findings suspicious of an active type 1 MNV or CSC as there are no drusen or
other sign of degeneration and the choroid is not fully visible in this scan. Further diagnostics are needed.

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE Elevation – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – DLS: Double-
layer Sign – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – MNV: Macular Neovascularization



Case 23

3. Exercise

96

Age 66

Case 23 

IR Image:
The left inferior quadrant of the macula appears
hyporeflective with dilated veins. An even darker area
surrounds the central fovea.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 23

3. Exercise

97

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Associated with CME

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

IRL Hyperreflective, p-MLM

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

This patient is suffering from a CME with minimal SRF accumulation. The hyperreflective appearance of the inner retinal
layers with a p-MLM indicate retinal ischemia, secondary to artery flow impairment. The IR image in conjunction with the
OCT scan, present a picture consistent with active CME secondary to a BRVO with artery flow impairment.

Interpretation

Findings

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – IRL: Inner Retinal Layers – PH: Posterior Hyaloid – CME: Cystoid 
Macular Edema – p-MLM: Prominent Middle Limiting Membrane – BRVO: Branch Retinal Vein Occlusion



Case 24

3. Exercise

98

Age 89

Case 24 

IR Image:
There are multiple hyperreflective areas in the superior
half of the image – consistent with drusen or areas of
atrophy; the inferior portion of the image presents a large
hyporeflective area, consistent with fluid accumulation.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafoveal macula



Case 24

3. Exercise

99

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE Choroid Prechoroidal cleft

RPE Interrupted, elevated

PED Heterogenous RPE elevation

Subretinal SHRM Moderately hyperreflective

PR PR atrophy

SRF Minimal (suspect)

Intraretinal HRS Inner and outer retina

The most striking feature of this scan is the large area of SHRM, which could represent a mature MNV (fibrotic/fibrovascular
material). There is PR atrophy above the SHRM and on the left side is an SRF-suspect region which should be further
investigated. We are looking at a patient with suspected MNV, secondary to AMD (drusen suspect areas in the IR image). In
this scan, the HRS could represent degenerated retinal tissue or lipid exudates. There is also a prechoroidal cleft temporally,
which is more common in anti-VEGF treated eyes.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial 
Detachment – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – PR: Photoreceptor – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – HRS: 

Hyperreflective Spots – MNV: Macular Neovascularization  



Case 25

3. Exercise

100

Age 55

Case 25 

IR Image:
Overall dark image with an even darker appearance of the
perifovea. Peripapillary chorioretinal atrophy.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafoveal



Case 25

3. Exercise

101

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRF Widespread 

Epiretinal ERM Thin

Interpretation

Findings

This patient has a thin ERM. There is widespread accumulation of IRF, causing a CME, but there is no clear indication of the
origin of the CME.

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane



Case 26

3. Exercise

102

Age 63

Case 26 

IR Image:
Superior-temporal to the fovea, there is an area with a
wrinkled appearance.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 26

3. Exercise

103

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Irregular

Drusen Multiple micro drusen

Epiretinal ERM Thin

Preretinal LMH With LHEP

In this eye the foveal contour is interrupted, leaving a lamellar macular hole with associated LHEP. The RPE also has an 
irregular appearance with the presence of multiple micro-drusen. Additionally, one can find a thin ERM.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – LMH: Lamellar Macular Hole – LHEP: Lamellar 
Hole Associated Epiretinal Proliferation



Case 27

3. Exercise

104

Age 84

Case 27

IR Image:
The IR image is dark, out of focus, and contains a central
light artifact. However, it does reveal areas suspicious of
drusen surrounding the macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 27

3. Exercise

105

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

Drusen Multiple, small

Subretinal SDD Reticular pseudodrusen

PR EZ interrupted

Interpretation

Findings

This patient has multiple small drusen and SDD scattered parafoveally. In addition, the EZ is interrupted by a larger SDD.
These findings are consistent with AMD.

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SDD: Subretinal Drusenoid
Deposits – PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption



Case 28

3. Exercise

106

Age 76

Case 28 

IR Image:
There are multiple large drusen at the fovea.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 28

3. Exercise

107

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

Drusen Multiple, confluent

Subretinal PR EZ fragmented

This patient has multiple confluent drusen which interrupt the EZ at multiple points. These findings are consistent with
intermediate AMD and leave this patient with an inferior visual prognosis.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: 
Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption



Case 29

3. Exercise

108

Age 79

Case 29 

IR Image:
Irregular appearance of entire macula with multiple
hyperreflective spots. Central light artifact.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 29

3. Exercise

109

Area Alteration Description

Sub-retinal PR EZ is interrupted

Intraretinal IRF No thickening

HRS Inner and outer retina

IHRM Round microaneurysm

There are multiple relatively large fluid-filled spaces around the fovea, causing only minimal to no retinal thickening. The 
HRS likely represent exudate or lipid-laden macrophages – a sign of blood-retinal barrier breakdown, which in conjunction 
with the microaneurysm, are classic signs of diabetic retinopathy. There is an interruption of the EZ at the fovea, leaving 
this patient with a comparatively worse visual prognosis. 

Interpretation

Findings

PR: Photoreceptors – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective 
Material – MA: Microaneurysm – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption 



Case 30

3. Exercise

110

Age 75

Case 30 

IR Image:
Multiple hyperreflective spots scattered throughout the
macula, with a larger concentration temporal to the disc.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 30

3. Exercise

111

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

Drusen Multiple, hyperreflective

Subretinal PR Interrupted EZ

There are two hyperreflective drusen whose appearance is consistent with colloid drusen. The EZ, although noticeably
altered, is not clearly interrupted. This patient is likely suffering from AMD.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PR: Photoreceptors – EZ: 
Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption  



Case 31

3. Exercise

112

Age 60

Case 31

IR Image:
A dark, sickle-shaped alteration is centered at the fovea,
and surrounded by hyporeflective alterations.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 31

3. Exercise

113

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal PR EZ and PR disrupted

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

Epiretinal ERM Distinct

MH Full-thickness macular hole

Interpretation

Findings

This full-thickness macular hole shows complete interruption of all retinal layers down to the RPE. It is accompanied by an
accumulation of IRF (slight edema) and an ERM. In addition, the posterior hyaloid with attached retinal tissue (operculum,
(OP)) is visible.

PR Photoreceptor – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MH: Macular Hole – OP: Operculum 
PH: Posterior Hyaloid – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium



Case 32

3. Exercise

114

Age 87

Case 32 

IR Image:
This poorly illuminated IR image with a central light artifact
is almost insufficient for assessment. However, a
hyporeflective area inferior to the macula can be noted.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Perifovea



Case 32

3. Exercise

115

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED F-PED with associated SRF

Subretinal SRF Exudation

PR Granulated/atrophic appearance

Intraretinal HRS Associated to PR atrophy

This patient has a large fibrovascular PED with associated SRF, consistent with an active type 1 MNV. The PRs, including the
ONL look thinned/atrophic, and the HRS in this context likely represent degenerated retinal tissue or macrophages
engulfing it.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelial Detachment – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED 
– SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: Photoreceptor - HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – MNV: Macular Neovascularization –

ONL: Outer Nuclear Layer – PR-a: Photoreceptor Atrophy



Case 33

3. Exercise

116

Age 74

Case 33 

IR Image:
Concentration of hyperreflective tissue central to the
macula surrounded by multiple hyperreflective spots, and
a hyporeflective parafoveal region.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafoveal macula



Case 33

3. Exercise

117

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, interrupted

PED F-PED 

Subretinal SRF Exudation 

PR PR atrophy

Intraretinal IRF Localized

HRS Associated to retinal degeneration

This patient has a fibrovascular PED with associated SRF, consistent with an active type 1 MNV. There is an area of RPE
atrophy with signal hypertransmission (HT) posterior to it. The EZ is interrupted multiple times, and there is also localized
PR atrophy – both indicating chronicity of the disease. The accumulation of IRF is likely due to a local retinal defect, and the
adjacent HRS could represent degenerated retinal tissue or macrophages engulfing it.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – RPE-a: RPE Atrophy – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: 
Fibrovascular PED – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: Photoreceptor – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective 

Spots – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – HT: Hypertransmission – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone



Case 34

3. Exercise

118

Age 80

Case 34 

IR Image:
There are multiple hyperreflective areas with visualized
choroidal vessels.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 34

3. Exercise

119

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Interrupted, elevated

PED Drusen

Atrophy GA (cRORA and iRORA)

Subretinal PR Atrophy

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

VO Vitreous opacity

In this scan, we can see two areas of RPE and PR atrophy with adjacent signal hypertransmission, as well as multiple drusen
of varying sizes. These findings are very consistent with a GA secondary to AMD (cRORA). In addition, in the preretinal
area, one can find a VO and the posterior hyaloid.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial 
Detachment – PR: Photoreceptor – PH: Posterior Hyaloid – VO: Vitreous Opacity – HT: Hypertransmission –
GA: Geographic Atrophy – iRORA: Incomplete RPE and Outer Retinal Atrophy – cRORA: Complete RPE and 

Outer Retinal Atrophy



Case 35

3. Exercise

120

Age 66

Case 35

IR Image:
The foveal and parafoveal areas have a slightly irregular
appearance. In addition, there is peripapillary chorioretinal
atrophy, as well as a tilted disc.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 35

3. Exercise

121

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

PED Drusen

Atrophy Peripapillary atrophy 

The area of shallow RPE irregularity shows no DLS and no signs of active exudation – most likely representing a drusenoid
alteration. The druse has a hyporeflective and homogeneous appearance. The tilted disc and chorioretinal atrophy are
common in myopic patients so, we are very likely looking at a myopic patient with early signs of AMD.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial 
Detachment – DLS: Double-layer Sign – HT: Hypertransmission



Case 36

3. Exercise

122

Age 83

Case 36 

IR Image:
Irregular appearance of the perifoveal area with bright
confluent alterations over a darker background.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 36

3. Exercise

123

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

SIRE Heterogenous irregular PED elevation

Subretinal PR EZ fragmentation

Intraretinal HRS Associated with RPE alterations and PR-atrophy

The two shallow irregular RPE elevations (SIRE) with a positive DLS are highly suspicious for quiescent MNV. The HRS are
mainly located around the ELM and could represent retinal degeneration or be a sign of AMD progression. The EZ is
interrupted at the fovea, leaving this patient with an inferior visual prognosis.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE 
Elevation – PR: Photoreceptor – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – DLS: Double Layer Sign – PED: Pigment Epithelial 

Detachment – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – ELM: External Limiting Membrane – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone –
EZ-f: Ellipsoid Zone Fragmentation



Case 37

3. Exercise

124

Age 74

Case 37 

IR Image:
There is an irregular appearance of the macula with bright
confluent areas over a darker background.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 37

3. Exercise

125

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

PED Fibrovascular PED with associated SRF

Subretinal PR EZ ill defined, thinning of the PR layer

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Associated with degeneration

Epiretinal ERM Present

There is a shallow fibrovascular PED with associated SRF and IRF – these findings are highly suspicious for a type 1 MNV. In
addition, the PRs above the PED are ill-defined, and the ones above the SRF show signs of degeneration. The HRS could
represent cellular debris or engulfing macrophages. Finally, there is also a thin ERM.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED – PR: 
Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots 

– ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MNV: Macular Neovascularization 
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Age 62

Case 38 

IR Image:
Irregular, darkened appearance of the parafoveal area
with a concentration of hyperreflective spots in the fovea.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

SIRE With DLS and SRF

Subretinal SRF Associated with RPE alteration

PR PRs with granulated appearance

Intraretinal HRS Associated with degeneration

The SIRE with a DLS and adjacent SRF is highly suspicious for an active type 1 MNV. In addition, the EZ is ill-defined, and the
PRs have a granulated appearance, suggesting a prolonged course of the disease, resulting in a comparatively worse visual
prognosis. As there are no signs of drusen and the choroid is not fully visible, CSC is a possible differential diagnosis in this
case.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE Elevation – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: 
Photoreceptor – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – DLS: Double-layer Sign – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – EZ: 

Ellipsoid Zone
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Agee 77

Case 39 

IR Image:
The IR image is misaligned, poorly illuminating the macula
inferiorly. There is a widespread scattering of reticular
pseudodrusen and drusen surrounding a hyporeflective
area at the fovea.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular, interrupted

PED Fibrovascular PED, multiple drusen

Subretinal SDD Reticular pseudodrusen

SHRM Fuzzy appearance with associated SRF and IRF

SRF Due to exudation

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Exudates, pigment migration

This scan shows a fibrovascular PED with associated SHRM and adjacent accumulation of SRF and IRF. In addition, there are
multiple confluent drusen as well as a subretinal drusenoid deposit. Thus, this patient is very likely suffering from an active
mixed Type 1 and 2 MNV secondary to AMD.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED – SDD: 
Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – IRF: 
Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – AMD: Age-related 

Macular Degeneration
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Age 67

Case 40 

IR Image:
Extended hyporeflective area reaching from the superior
vascular arcade down to the fovea. In addition, two
hyperreflective spots and a streaky hemorrhage are
present.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Associated with CME

PR EZ irregularity

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Exudate

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

This patient has a pronounced CME with SRF accumulation. The HRS likely represent exudates or lipid-laden macrophages –
indicating a retinal vascular disease. In conjunction with the IR image, the findings are consistent with a CME secondary to a
BRVO. The EZ has an irregular appearance that, however, could be due to shadowing artifacts.

Interpretation

Findings

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: Photoreceptor – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – PH: Posterior 
Hyaloid – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema – BRVO: Branch 

Retinal Vein Occlusion
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Age 68

Case 41 

IR Image:
A picture of the superior mid-peripheral retina. There are
multiple slightly hyporeflective areas. In the inferior part of
the image, there are multiple MAs and two HRS.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Periphery
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Irregular, elevated

Intraretinal IHRM CWS

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

The scan reveals areas of thickened RNFL with minimal adjacent signal blockage, consistent with cotton wool spots (CWS).
In conjunction with the IR image (microaneurysms), we are probably looking at a patient with diabetic retinopathy.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – PH: Posterior Hyaloid – CWS: 
Cotton Wool Spots – MA: Microaneurysm – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – RNFL: Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer
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Age 68

Case 42  

IR Image:
Irregular appearance of the entire fundus with large areas
with reticular pseudodrusen mainly in the peripheral
macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Irregular

SDD Subretinal drusenoid deposits

PR EZ fragmented

Intraretinal IHRM Medium reflectivity, fuzzy

IRF Widespread, associated to IHRM

HRS Different entities

Epiretinal ERM Thin

Multiple SDD (a hallmark of AMD), most notably seen in the IR image, represent a risk factor for type 3 MNV. The
accumulation of fuzzy-looking IHRM and associated IRF, is consistent with an active type 3 MNV. Additionally, there are
multiple points of EZ interruption and a thin ERM is present.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SDD: Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits – PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid 
Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid –

HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – AMD: Age-
related Macular Degeneration
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Age 57

Case 43 

IR Image:
Extensive and dark curtain-shaped alteration to the
inferior and inferotemporal arcades.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Extramacular
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Retinal detachment

Interpretation

Findings

A macula-on retinal detachment is visible in the IR image. The cross-sectional scan confirms the subretinal fluid 
accumulation without further subretinal or preretinal alterations.

SRF: Subretinal Fluid
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Age 84

Case 44 

IR Image:
There is a gross irregular appearance of the macular region
with noted drusen and pseudodrusen.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, interrupted

PED Multiple drusen

Atrophy iRORA

Subretinal PR PR atrophy

Intraretinal HRS Associated to PR atrophy

Preretinal ERM Thin 

In this scan, we can see multiple drusen and an area of incomplete RPE and PR atrophy (iRORA). Right above the area of
atrophy is an accumulation of HRS, likely representing degenerated retinal tissue or macrophages engulfing it. This patient
very likely suffers from GA secondary to AMD (iRORA). Additionally, there is a thin ERM.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – iRORA: Incomplete RPE and Outer 
Retinal Atrophy – GA: Geographic Atrophy – PR: Photoreceptor – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal 

Membrane – HT: Hypertransmission – AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration
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Age 78

Case 45 

IR Image:
Large hyperreflective ring encompassing a hyporeflective
area through the macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafoveal
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

PED Fibrovascular PED with associated SRF

Subretinal SRF Due to exudation

Intraretinal HRS Outer retina

A large fibrovascular PED with associated SRF is a finding very consistent with an active type 1 MNV. The internal
reflectivity of the PED is altered, with the right hemisphere presenting signal blockage, which could be due to subretinal
hemorrhage. The EZ is interrupted and the HRS are located around the ELM and could be a sign of PR degeneration. The
increased reflectivity of the ONL over the SRF very likely represents a Henle fiber layer - reflex artifact (HFL-RA).

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED – SRF: 
Subretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – ELM: 
External Limiting Membrane – ONL: Outer Nuclear Layer – HFL-RA: Henle Fiber Layer – Reflex Artifact – PR: 

Photoreceptor
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Age 68

Case 46  

IR Image:
The inferior temporal quadrant has an irregular
appearance with missing retinal vessels. There are
multiple grape-like, irregular, hyporeflective alterations.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Perifovea
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Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal HRS Inner retina

IRL Thinning of inner retinal layers

Preretinal PRNV Preretinal neovascularisation

This patient presents atrophic inner retinal layers on the right half of the scan, indicating a past ischemic event. On the left
side of the scan, there is some medium reflective material in the epi-/preretinal area, which is highly suspicious of
preretinal neovascularization. Therefore, this patient is likely suffering from secondary preretinal neovascularization after
retinal ischemia. The HRS could represent either extravasated lipids or degenerated retinal tissue.

Interpretation

Findings

HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – IRL: Inner Retinal Layers – PRNV: Preretinal Neovascularization 
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Age 63

Case 47 

IR Image:
Multiple bright and dark spots – consistent with exudates
and retinal hemorrhages, respectively; large hyporeflective
area consistent with fluid accumulation

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Correlated to CME

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Predominantly around the OPL

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

This patient has multiple fluid-filled spaces resulting in a thickening of the retina (CME) and SRF accumulation associated
with the CME. The HRS around the OPL most likely represent exudate, indicating a retinal vascular disease and in
conjunction with the findings in the IR Image (hard exudates and hemorrhages) this patient is very likely suffering from a
diabetic macular edema. Additionally, the posterior hyaloid is visible in this scan.

Interpretation

Findings

SRF Subretinal Fluid – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – OPL: Outer Plexiform Layer – PH: 
Posterior Hyaloid – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema
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Age 55

Case 48 

IR Image:
The inferior left quadrant presents a demarcated 
hyporeflective zone.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Inferior arcade
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Widespread SRF accumulation

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

Preretinal Vitreous Multiple tiny HRS

On the left side of the scan, the retina is detached from the RPE, and there is a large space with SRF. In addition, the
detachment is associated with a widespread accumulation of IRF that results in diffuse retinal edema. In conjunction with
the IR image, we can confidently diagnose a retinal detachment. The HRS in the vitreous could represent blood secondary
to a retinal tear.

Interpretation

Findings

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium –
VO: Vitreous Opacity
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Age 54

Case 49

IR Image:
Large hyporeflective area reaching from the superior
vascular arcade to the fovea.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

IHRM Intraretinal haemorrhage

Preretinal VMA Vitreomacular adhesion

Interpretation

Findings

The IRF is causing a retinal thickening and results in a CME. In addition, there is an accumulation of IHRM in the inner retinal
layers, causing posterior signal blockage – a finding consistent with intraretinal hemorrhage (dark area in the IR image). The
IR image presents a picture consistent with a BRVO – so, we are looking at an eye with a CME secondary to a BRVO.

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – VMA: Vitreomacular Adhesion – CME: 
Cystoid Macular Edema – BRVO: Branch Retinal Vein Occlusion
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Age 72

Case 50

IR Image:
Diffusely blurred IR image. The arteries are thin, and the
fovea shines bright in the center of the image.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal PR EZ interrupted

IRL Hyperreflective inner retinal layers

The inner retinal layers appear hyperreflective and diffusely swollen, causing  posterior signal blockage. These findings 
represent intracellular edema, secondary to an ischemic event. The fovea appears brighter, which in conjunction with the 
hyperreflective inner retinal  layers, is a common finding in eyes with a central retinal artery occlusion. Additionally, the EZ 
is interrupted on the right side of the fovea.

Interpretation

Findings

PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – IRL: Inner Retinal Layers
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Age 62

Case 51 

IR Image:
There is a hyporeflective area and concentrated dark spots
dispersed around the temporal perifoveal area.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Exudates 

IHRM Microaneurysm

Interpretation

Findings

The accumulation of IRF is causing retinal thickening, characteristic of CME. The microaneurysms and lipid exudates are
both hallmarks of DR. So, what we are looking at is likely a patient with a diabetic macular edema.

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – MA: 
Microaneurysm – DR: Diabetic Retinopathy – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema
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Age 74
Case 52 

IR Image:
Wrinkling of the retinal surface, irregular appearance,
central hyperreflective spot.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Thickened, clumped

Subretinal PR ELM interrupted

Intraretinal IRF Tractional edema

HRS Associated to RPE alteration

Epiretinal ERM Loss of foveal contour

Interpretation

Findings

This patient has a thick ERM that is causing a mild disorganization of the retinal layers (DRIL), an elevation of the foveal
contour and a tractional edema. In addition, there is a thickening/clumping of the RPE, right at the fovea, which is
associated with pigment migration (HRS). The RNFL looks shattered.

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PR: Photoreceptor – ELM: External Limiting Membrane – IRF: Intraretinal 
Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – RNFL: Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer 
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Age 62

Case 53 

IR Image:
This patient has peripapillary chorioretinal atrophy with an
hyporeflective area right next to it; there is wrinkling of
the retinal surface indicative of an ERM.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SHRM Fuzzy with associated SRF

SRF Due to exudation from SHRM

HRS PR debris 

Preretinal ERM Epiretinal membrane

There is a significant accumulation of SHRM with associated SRF. The hyperreflective band underneath the PR could
represent a fibrotic membrane and the HRS likely represent cellular debris or engulfing macrophages. Considering the
slightly tilted disc and the peripapillary chorioretinal atrophy (IR image) this picture is consistent with an active type 2 MNV
in the setting of myopia. Additionally, in the preretinal area one can find a temporally pronounced ERM.

Interpretation

Findings

SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – PR: 
Photoreceptor – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MNV: Macular Neovascularization
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Age 76

Case 54 

IR Image:
There are large areas of confluent drusen as well as
reticular pseudodrusen; a central light-reflex-artifact is
present.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular, interrupted

PED Multiple confluent drusen

Atrophy iRORA

Subretinal SDD Reticular pseudodrusen

PR EZ interrupted

Intraretinal IRF Local 

HRS Associated to RPE alteration

This patient has multiple confluent drusen and subretinal drusenoid deposits. There is a small area of RPE atrophy (iRORA)
with adjacent signal hypertransmission and a tiny accumulation of IRF (further fluid must be ruled out on the other scans)
Furthermore there is an accumulation of hyporeflective material, which could represent protein-rich fluid right at the fovea.
The HRS are associated with PEDs, likely representing pigment migration. This patient has AMD and a suspicious exudative
process that should be further investigated.

Interpretation

Findings

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial 
Detachment – iRORA: Incomplete RPE and Outer Retinal Atrophy – SDD: Subretinal Drusenoid Deposits – PR: 

Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – HT: 
Hypertransmission
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Age 68

Case 55 

IR Image:
Perifoveal bright spots – consistent with exudate.
(circinate figure) The perifoveal area has a darker
appearance than the extramacular area.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-retinal PR EZ interrupted

Intraretinal IRF Widespread

HRS Exudate

Preretinal ERM Thin

This patient has multiple fluid-filled spaces spread across the scan. Multiple hard exudates indicate a retinal vascular
disease, and in addition, the EZ is interrupted right at the fovea, leaving this patient with a comparatively worse visual
prognosis. The findings are consistent with diabetic macular edema. There is a thin ERM visible on the right side.

Interpretation

Findings

PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: 
Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane
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Age 79

Case 56

IR Image:
The retinal surface appears wrinkled with two
hyperreflective spots and smaller disseminated bright
spots scattered centrally.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Periphery
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, irregular

PED F-PED

Intraretinal HRS Outer retina

Preretinal ERM Wrinkling of RNFL

This patient has multiple drusen and a widespread F-PED without significant signs of exudation. In this scan, one can view
what could be the cross-section of a neo-vessel within the heterogenous PED. The findings are consistent with a quiescent
type 1 MNV secondary to AMD. The HRS are associated with RPE alterations and could represent pigment migration. In
addition, there is a pronounced ERM that is causing wrinkling of the RNFL.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED – HRS: 
Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – AMD: Age-related 

Macular Degeneration – RNFL: Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer 
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Age 88

Case 57 

IR Image:
Large hyperreflective area and wrinkled appearance of the
entire macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE Choroid Thinned

Subretinal RPE Atrophy

SHRM Hyperreflective scar tissue

PR EZ and ELM atrophy, ORT

Preretinal ERM Epiretinal membrane

The most striking feature of this eye is the double-layered hyperreflective SHRM, which is very consistent with fibrotic scar
tissue. There is no visible EZ or ELM, indicating PR atrophy. Additionally, the ORT represents a rearrangement of the PRs
affirming the longevity and stability of the disease. The signal hypertransmission is the result of RPE atrophy. We are
looking at a patient with a large disciform scar. Additionally, there is an ERM that is only mildly affecting the retinal tissue.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: 
Ellipsoid Zone – ELM: External Limiting Membrane – ORT: Outer Retinal Tubulation – ERM: Epiretinal 

Membrane
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Age 74

Case 58 

IR Image:
Multiple drusen in the macular area and a hyperreflective
spot right at the fovea.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED Drusen, (drusenoid PED)

Subretinal PR EZ interrupted

SHRM Suspect

SRF Suspect

This patient has multiple drusen of varying sizes consistent with AMD. At the apex of the large hyporeflective PED, there is
a SHRM-suspect area with an associated minimal SRF accumulation, which, could represent pseudo-SRF as the high PED
may cause a detachment of the retina with minimal SRF accumulation. An OCT-A or FA would help to rule out an MNV. The
EZ, is interrupted, negatively affecting the visual prognosis.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid 
Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – SRF: Subretinal  Fluid –

OCT-A: Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography – FA: Fluorescein Angiography – MNV: Macular 
Neovascularization – AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration
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Age 74

Case 59 

IR Image:
Large hyporeflective area and multiple bright speckled
spots.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED Hyporeflective  S-PED

Subretinal SRF Exudation

SHRM Fuzzy

Intraretinal HRS Predominantly in the outer retina

Epiretinal ERM Thin ERM or Hyaloid

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

The most striking feature of this eye is the significant accumulation of SRF as well as a S-PED. The SHRM is suspect to an
MNV but could also represent pigment migration. The PR layer over the SRF is ill-defined, which could indicate PR atrophy
and the HRS likely represents migrated RPE. In the preretinal area a thin hyperreflective area on the left side could
represent an ERM. It could also represent the hyaloid as it is not uncommon to have vitreoschisis; on the right side, the
posterior hyaloid is visible. Enhanced depth imaging would allow us to better visualize choroidal thickness (CSC) and an
OCT-A/FA could rule out an MNV.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – S-PED: Serous PED – SRF: Subretinal 
Fluid – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane –
PH: Posterior Hyaloid – FA: Fluorescein Angiography – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – PR: Photoreceptor 

– CSC: Central Serous Chorioretinopathy – OCT-A: Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography – FA: 
Fluorescein Angiography 
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Age 89

Case 60 

IR Image:
The macular region has an irregular appearance, and there
is a large round area of RPE atrophy with visualized
choroidal vessels.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Interrupted

Atrophy GA (cRORA)

PED Drusen

Subretinal PR PR atrophy

Epiretinal ERM Thin

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

This scan’s most striking feature is the area of complete RPE and PR atrophy, which is consistent with GA in AMD (cRORA).
Additionally, there are multiple small drusen. In the preretinal area, one can see a thin ERM and the posterior hyaloid.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – GA: Geographic Atrophy – cRORA: Complete RPE and Outer Retinal Atrophy 
– PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – PR: Photoreceptor – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – PH: Posterior 

Hyaloid – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – HT: Hypertransmission – AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration
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Age 68

Case 61 

IR Image:
A bright light-reflex-artifact can be seen at the fovea as
well as some irregularity, especially in the superior
perifoveal area.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Irregular, elevated

Drusen Multiple 

We are looking at a patient with cuticular drusen with its classic sawtooth appearance. This patient has AMD.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration
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Age 62

Case 62 

IR Image:
The superior hemisphere appears hyporeflective with a
well-demarcated margin.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Widespread SRF accumulation

Intraretinal IRF Widespread 

Preretinal VO HRS in the vitreous

This patient has a widespread accumulation of SRF, causing a detachment of the retina. It is accompanied by a diffuse 
retinal edema. There is a HRS in the vitreous, which could represent blood or an opacity. In conjunction with the findings in
the IR image, this patient is likely suffering from a retinal detachment.

Interpretation

Findings

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – VO: Vitreous Opacity – HRS: Hyperreflective Spot
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Age 70

Case 63  

IR Image:
Ventral hyporeflective area and a wrinkled appearance
temporal to the disc.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea
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Area Structure Description

Intraretinal IRL Disorganization

Epiretinal ERM Epiretinal membrane

The most striking feature of this scan is the severe disorganization of the retinal layers. The ERM seems to cause folding
(invagination) of the retina, displacing a retinal vessel.

Interpretation

Findings

IRL: Inner Retinal Layers – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane 



Case 64

3. Exercise

178

Age 67

Case 64 

IR Image:
The entire macula has a dark appearance. Notice the
flame-shaped and blot-shaped hemorrhages as well as
microaneurysms. The bright spots likely represent hard
exudates.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 64

3. Exercise

179

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Associated to CME

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Exudates

CWS Cotton wool spot

Interpretation

Findings

We are looking at an eye with a widespread and diffuse accumulation of IRF and an area with SRF. There are disseminated
HRS that represent hard exudates and a localized swelling of the inner retinal layers (cotton wool spot). These findings in
conjunction with the IR image are consistent with DR, so this patient likely has a diabetic macular edema.

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots –
CWS: Cotton Wool Spots – DR: Diabetic Retinopathy



Case 65

3. Exercise

180

Age 68

Case 65 

IR Image:
A well-demarcated hyporeflective area right at the fovea
and a smaller one in the superior perifoveal section.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 65

3. Exercise

181

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IHRM Local thickening with signal blockage

This patient suffers from a sub-ILM hemorrhage that presents as hyperreflective material, causing posterior signal blockage
(signal-b). Otherwise, this scan looks inconspicuous.

Interpretation

Findings

IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – ILM: Inner Limiting Membrane – Signal-b: Signal blockage



Case 66

3. Exercise

182

Age 72

Case 66 

IR Image:
Hyporeflective appearance of the foveal and perifoveal
area – consistent with fluid accumulation. Notice the light-
reflex artifact right in the center. There is some wrinkling
of the retinal surface along the superior vascular arcade.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 66

3. Exercise

183

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED Fibrovascular PED

Subretinal SHRM Medium reflective

SRF Exudation

PR Granulated and atrophic appearance

Intraretinal HRS Associated to PR thinning

There is a large heterogenous, hyporeflective PED right in the center of the scan, likely representing a fibrovascular PED.
The shadowy contours inside the F-PED could represent a neovascular membrane. On the right side of the F-PED, one can
find SHRM-suspect material and an accumulation of SRF. We are looking at an active MNV, which is a type 1 variant – it
could, however, also have a type 2 component. In conjunction with the PR thinning, the HRS likely represent degenerated
retinal tissue or macrophages engulfing it.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED – SHRM: 
Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: Photoreceptor – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots –

MNV: Macular Neovascularization



Case 67

3. Exercise

184

Age 84

Case 67

IR Image:
The fovea has a very dark appearance and is surrounded
by a hyporeflective perifovea.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 67

3. Exercise

185

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED Fibrovascular PED

Subretinal SHRM Solid and fuzzy

Intraretinal IRF Widespread

HRS Exudate

ERM Thin

Interpretation

Findings

There is a widespread fibrovascular PED and large amounts of SHRM above it. The SHRM has a solid (left) and fuzzy (right)
appearance consistent with fibrotic tissue and a type 2 MNV. The widespread IRF accumulation is a sign of an active
exudation, and the HRS probably represent lipid exudates as a sign of blood-retinal barrier breakdown. Thus, this patient is
very likely suffering from a prolonged disease course with an active, mixed type MNV and consolidated fibrotic tissue.

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED – IRF: 
Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MNV: Macular 

Neovascularization – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material



Case 68

3. Exercise

186

Age 74

Case 68 

IR Image:
Speckled hyperreflective spots are noted around the
macular region with a hyporeflective area left to the fovea
and a light-reflex artifact in the center.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 68

3. Exercise

187

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Elevated

PED Drusen

PR EZ interrupted, PR atrophy

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

Interpretation

Findings

This patient has multiple small drusen grouped right at the fovea – a hallmark of AMD. Considering the irregular
appearance and the DLS, a SIRE would be the next best thing to think of, leaving this patient with an increased risk for MNV
development. There is a small local atrophy of the RPE and the PRs with adjacent signal hypertransmission resulting in a
local hyporeflective defect. The EZ is interrupted right at the fovea, leaving this patient with a comparatively worse visual
prognosis.

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid 
Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – PR: Photoreceptor – PH: Posterior Hyaloid – HT: Hypertransmission –

AMD: Age-related Macular Degeneration



Case 69

3. Exercise

188

Age 70

Case 69 

IR Image:
Irregular appearance of the parafoveal region with hypo-
and hyperreflective areas.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 69

3. Exercise

189

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED Fibrovascular PED

Intraretinal HRS Around OPL

Epiretinal ERM Rare

Findings

There is a large multilayered fibrovascular PED without SRF accumulation. This patient has likely already received multiple
anti-VEGF injections (multilayered appearance of the F-PED). Therefore, this eye is highly suspicious of a quiescent type 1
MNV.

Interpretation

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment 
Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane –

OPL: Outer Plexiform Layer – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – SRF: Subretinal Fluid



Case 70

3. Exercise

190

Age 73

Case 70

IR Image:
Large, hyporeflective demarcated circle around the
temporal macula, and an irregular appearance of the
fovea.

Scan Quality:
Reduced quality without artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 70

3. Exercise

191

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Elevated

PED F-PED

SHRM Suspect

SRF Associated to F-PED

PR Atrophic appearance of PRs

Intraretinal HRS Associated to PR atrophy

Interpretation

Findings

There is a large fibrovascular PED with associated SRF. On the left side of the PED, some ill-defined SHRM could represent a
neovascular membrane that broke through the RPE. Along the SRF, the PR-layer appears atrophic with associated HRS,
which could indicate a prolonged course of disease. This patient is very likely suffering from an active type 1 MNV.

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – F-PED: Fibrovascular PED – SHRM: 
Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: Photoreceptor – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots –

MNV: Macular Neovascularizationn



Case 71

3. Exercise

192

Age 83

Case 71 

IR Image:
Vignette artifact, irregular appearance of the retina in the
left portion of the image.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 71

3. Exercise

193

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Irregular, thinned

SIRE With DLS

Subretinal SRF Exudation

Intraretinal PR PR atrophy 

HRS Associated to RPE alteration and PR atrophy

Interpretation

Findings

Temporal to the fovea, is a SIRE with a DLS and an associated accumulation of SRF in that area. These findings are
consistent with an active type 1 MNV. The thick hyperreflective spot above the SRF could represent degenerated retinal
tissue.

F-PED: Fibrovascular Pigment Epithelial Detachment – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SIRE: Shallow 
Irregular RPE Elevation – DLS: Double-layer Sign – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: Photoreceptor – HRS: 

Hyperreflective Spots – MNV: Macular Neovascularization



Case 72

3. Exercise

194

Age 76

Case 72 

IR Image:
Widespread dark area around the macula. Peripheral
hyperreflective spots.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 72

3. Exercise

195

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Exudates

IHRM Microaneurysm

Preretinal ERM Thin

Interpretation

Findings

The widespread accumulation of IRF is causing a thickening of the retina and thus, a CME. The microaneurysm and multiple
hard exudates are hallmarks of diabetic retinopathy. This patient is very likely suffering from a diabetic macular edema. It is
important to note that there are multiple areas of signal blockage restricting definite assessment of the EZ.

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – MA: 
Microaneurysm - ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema



Case 73

3. Exercise

196

Age 68

Case  73

IR Image:
Hyperreflective irregularities around the fovea with an
attenuated hyporeflective area and some wrinkles close to
the superior vascular arcade can be seen.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Perifovea/fovea



Case 73

3. Exercise

197

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Irregular, clumped

SRHM Fuzzy with SRF

SRF Associated to RPE alteration

PR EZ interrupted

Intraretinal IRF Local edema

RL Lamellar macular hole

Preretinal LHEP Associated to LMH

ERM Distinct

We are looking at an ambiguous case that presents two components. Firstly, there is a suspect lamellar macular hole with
associated retinal edema. (The ERM and LHEP support the suspect diagnosis of a lamellar macular hole.) Secondly, a
suspicious SHRM with SRF needs further diagnostics (OCT-A, FA) to rule out an MNV. As the EZ is interrupted right at the
fovea, this patient has a reduced VA-prognosis.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – EZ: 
Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellispoid Zone Interruption – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – PR: Photoreceptor – IRF: Intraretinal 

Fluid – RL: Retinal Layers – LHEP: Lamellar Hole-associated Epiretinal Proliferation – ERM: Epiretinal 
Membrane



Case 74

3. Exercise

198

Age 64

Case 74

IR Image:
The foveal and perifoveal area has a hyporeflective
appearance, most likely due to fluid accumulation. The
veins appear tortuous.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 74

3. Exercise

199

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal IRF Widespread

HRS Exudate 

IHRM Hemorrhage

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

Interpretation

Findings

The most striking feature of this scan is the CME resulting from a widespread accumulation of IRF. The tiny HRS could be a
sign of a beginning lipid exudation and thus blood retinal barrier breakdown. The IRHM below the cystic spaces likely
represents an intraretinal hemorrhage with adjacent signal blockage. The hyperreflective appearance of the inner retinal
layers on the right side of the scan could be indicating ischemia. In conjunction, with the findings from the IR image a CME
secondary to a CRVO with artery flow impairment could be the basis for further diagnostics. The EZ might present
irregularly, however, there are multiple areas of signal blockage restricting definite assessment of the EZ.

IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – PH: 
Posterior Hyaloid – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema – CRVO: Central Retinal Vein Occlusion – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone



Case 75

3. Exercise

200

Age 64

Case 75 

IR Image:
The inferior temporal quadrant has a very dark
appearance likely due to fluid accumulation, and the
inferior temporal branch vein appears tortuous.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 75

3. Exercise

201

Area Alteration Description

Sub-retinal SRF Associated to CME

Intraretinal IRF Causing retinal thickening

HRS Exudates

Preretinal PH Posterior hyaloid

Interpretation

Findings

We are looking at a patient with a CME and an associated accumulation of SRF. Numerous HRS most likely represent lipid
exudates, thus indicating a retinal vascular disease. In conjunction with the findings in the IR image, this patient likely has a
CME secondary to a BRVO.

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – PH: 
Posterior Hyaloid – CME: Cystoid Macular Edema – BRVO: Branch Retinal Vein Occlusion 



Case 76

3. Exercise

202

Age 74

Case 76 

IR Image:
Irregular appearance of the macula; the inferior temporal
retinal artery is taking an unusual course, and there are
multiple bright areas temporally.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Periphery



Case 76

3. Exercise

203

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED Hypo- and hyperreflective PED; druse

Subretinal SHRM Uncertain SHRM without SRF

Intraretinal HRS Associated to RPE alteration

Preretinal VMA

The central PED has a hypo- and a hyperreflective component that is in part drusenoid but also suspect to a fibrovascular
process. There is associated suspect SHRM, however, without SRF. Thus, it is an ambiguous case that would need further
investigation (e.g., OCT-A, FA). The HRS are associated with an alteration of the RPE and could represent migrated pigment
cells. This patient has AMD.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective 
Material – SRF: Subretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – VMA: Vitreomacular Adhesion – OCT-A: Optical 

Coherence Tomography Angiography – FA: Fluorescein Angiography – AMD: Age-related Macular 
Degeneration



Case 77

3. Exercise

204

Age 46

Case 77 

IR Image:
This very dark image is difficult to assess. Peripapillary
chorioretinal atrophy is visible.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 77

3. Exercise

205

Area Structure Description

Intraretinal Layers Dissociated layers between ONL and OPL

Preretinal ERM Thin

Vitreous Posterior hyaloid

Interpretation

Findings

This patient's retinal layers are dissociated between the ONL and OPL with an accumulation of IRF. There is a thin ERM, and
the hyperreflective band likely represents the posterior vitreous. An extremely thin choroid, is often present in highly
myopic eyes. This patient is most likely suffering from a myopic foveoschisis – the outward bulging is consistent with a
staphyloma.

ONL: Outer Nuclear Layer – OPL: Outer Plexiform Layer – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid



Case 78

3. Exercise

206

Age 62

Case 78 

IR Image:
The perifoveal area appears a little darker than the rest of
the fundus. Central light reflex artifact.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 78

3. Exercise

207

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF Widespread SRF accumulation

Preretinal ERM Thin

This patient has a widespread accumulation of SRF - we are looking at a shallow macula-off retinal detachment.

Interpretation

Findings

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane 



Case 79

3. Exercise

208

Age 64

Case 79 

IR Image:
A volcano-like appearance of the foveal area.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 79

3. Exercise

209

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal PR EZ and PR disrupted

Intraretinal IRF Associated to FTMH

Preretinal MH Full thickness macular hole

The most striking feature of this eye is the full-thickness macular hole with a complete disruption of all retinal layers down
to the RPE. It is accompanied by an accumulation of IRF on both sides of the hole. Additionally, the posterior hyaloid is
visible.

Interpretation

Findings

PR: Photoreceptors – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – FTMH: Full Thickness Macular Hole – MH: Macular Hole – IRF: 
Intraretinal Fluid – PH: Posterior Hyaloid – RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium



Case 80

3. Exercise

210

Age 44

Case 80 

IR Image:
The fovea and perifoveal areas have a hyporeflective
appearance with an irregular hyperreflective formation
above them.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 80 

3. Exercise

211

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal SRF SRF accumulation

Intraretinal HRS Around the ELM

There is a significant amount of SRF without a definite site of origin. The HRS around the ELM could be first signs of retinal 
degeneration. There are subretinal deposits, that  likely do not represent  SDD as this patient is relatively young. Enhanced
depth imaging would allow us to visualize a thickened choroid, as this patient is suspect to CSC.

Interpretation

Findings

SRF: Subretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – ELM: External Limiting Membrane – SDD: Subretinal 
Drusenoid Deposits – CSC: Central Serous Chorioretinopathy



Case 81

3. Exercise

212

Age 79

Case 81 

IR Image:
Diffusely blurred IR image

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 81

3. Exercise

213

Area Structure Description

Intraretinal IRL Hyperreflective inner retinal layer

This scan shows increased reflectivity and swelling of the inner retinal layers - a picture consistent with retinal ischemia 
due to a retinal artery occlusion.

Interpretation

Findings

IRL: Inner Retinal Layers



Case 82

Exercise

214

Age 26

Case 82 

IR Image:
Hyporeflective center surrounded by a thin hyperreflective
halo and a medium reflective spot at 12 o’clock.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 82

3. Exercise

215

Area Structure Description

Subretinal PR EZ and PR atrophy (micro hole)

There is focused and isolated atrophy of the PRs (micro hole), sparing the remaining layers. This patient is suffering from 
solar retinopathy after an accident with a strong laser pointer.

Interpretation

Findings

PR: Photoreceptors – PR-a: Photoreceptor Atrophy – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone 



Case 83

3. Exercise

216

Age 68

Case 83 

IR Image:
Hyperreflective area inferior to the fovea consistent with
scar tissue. The wrinkled appearance is indicative of an
ERM.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 83

3. Exercise

217

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Irregular, elevated, atrophic

PED Drusenoid/Fibrovascular

SIRE With  DLS

Subretinal SHRM Fuzzy, medium reflective

PR Atrophy,  ORT

Epiretinal ERM

This eye presents a SIRE with a distinct DLS, which is highly suspicious for an MNV. The SHRM is medium reflective, not yet
a scar, possibly representing matured fibrovascular material without substantial leakage. There is RPE and PR atrophy
above the SHRM – in conjunction with the ORT, it is indicative of a longstanding, stable disease state, without active
leakage. Additionally, there is an ERM that is only mildly affecting the underlying retina.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE elevation 
– DLS: Double-layer Sign – SHRM: Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – PR: Photoreceptor – ORT: Outer 

Retinal Tubulation – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MNV: Macular Neovascularization



Case 84

3. Exercise

218

Age 68

Case 84  

IR Image:
Central hyporeflective area indicating fluid accumulation
with overlying speckled hyperreflective spots.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 84

3. Exercise

219

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Elevated

PED Serous PED

The most striking feature of this scan is the fluid accumulation that results in a serous PED. An EDI-scan would allow
complete visualization of the choroid, possibly revealing a pachychoroid and CSC as the underlying cause for the S-PED.
There are no other obvious alterations, neither in this scan or the IR image.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – S-PED: Serous PED – EDI: Enhanced 
Depth Imaging – CSC: Central Serous Chorioretinopathy



Case 85

3. Exercise

220

Age 68

Case 85 

IR Image:
Blurred looking fundus with fading retinal vessels.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 85

3. Exercise

221

Area Structure Description

Intraretinal IRL Hyperreflective appearance

This patient presents with diffusely swollen and hyperreflective inner retinal layers – a picture consistent with retinal
ischemia. (Likely due to a central retinal artery occlusion)

Interpretation

Findings

IRL: Inner Retinal Layers 



Case 86

3. Exercise

222

Age 78

Case 86

IR Image:
There is a well demarcated hyporeflective area with a
hyperreflective band on top of it. Additionally, hypo- and
hyperreflective areas are spread across the fundus.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 86

3. Exercise

223

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Fading

Vitelliform Subretinal Vitelliform material

Intraretinal HRS Outer retina

This patient has an accumulation of heterogeneous, medium to hyperreflective material in the subretinal area. The PR layer
is well-demarcated, making an infiltrating process, like a MNV, rather unlikely – it is a picture consistent with a vitelliform
macular dystrophy. However, for a definite diagnosis, further diagnostics such as color fundus photography,
autofluorescence, OCT-A, or FA must be obtained. The PRs show first reactions to the prolonged detachment (HRS, irregular
appearance)

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – PR: Photoreceptor – MNV: Macular 
Neovascularization – OCT-A: Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography – FA: Fluorescence Angiography



Case 87

3. Exercise

224

Age 68

Case 87  

IR Image:
This patient presents with tortuous vessels and there are
band-like hyporeflective areas spread over the entire
macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 87

3. Exercise

225

Area Structure Description

Intraretinal IRL Hyperreflectivity

There are multiple hyperreflective sections within the inner retinal layers, likely representing areas of ischemia – a picture
consistent with paracentral acute middle maculopathy (PAMM).

Interpretation

Findings

IRL: Inner Retinal Layers – PAMM: Paracentral acute middle maculopathy



Case 88

3. Exercise

226

Age 68

Case 88  

IR Image:
This patient has a volcano-like appearance of the macula
with a circular striated pattern and a hyporeflective center.
The hyporeflective veil in the inferior part of the image
may represent a vitreous opacity.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea



Case 88

3. Exercise

227

Area Alteration Description

Epiretinal ERM Epiretinal membrane

In this scan, we are looking at a patient with a thick ERM causing a deformation of the foveal contour, leading to the
formation of a pseudo macular hole, which should not be mistaken as a lamellar macular hole.

Interpretation

Findings

ERM: Epiretinal Membrane



Case 89

3. Exercise

228

Age 68

Case 89  

IR Image:
Irregular appearance of the fovea as well as the temporal
fundus.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea



Case 89

3. Exercise

229

Area Alteration Description

Subretinal RPE Irregular, clumped

PR EZ interrupted

Intraretinal IHRM Medium reflective (fuzzy) with IRF

IRF Widespread

HRS Mainly outer retina

DRIL Disorganization

Epiretinal ERM Thin

The most striking feature of this eye is the IHRM with associated IRF that is likely representing a type 3 MNV. In addition,
there is an area of RPE clumping and associated pigment migration (HRS). While the EZ is clearly interrupted at the area of
pigment clumping, the EZ irregularities on the left side might only be due to shadowing from the overlying alterations. The
HRS around the IHRM could represent extravasated lipids. On the left side of the scan, the retinal layers are significantly
disorganized.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption –
IHRM: Intraretinal Hyperreflective Material – IRF: Intraretinal Fluid – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – DRIL: 

Disorganization of Retinal Inner Layers – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – MNV: Macular Neovascularization



Case 90

3. Exercise

230

Age 68

Case 90  

IR Image:
The macula appears irregular with alternating hypo- to
medium reflective areas. A small blood pool seems to have
formed along the inferior arcade and there is a dark grape-
like formation next to the optic disk temporal to the
inferior vein.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Perifovea



Case 90

3. Exercise

231

Area Alteration Description

Intraretinal HRS Around the inner layers

IRL Thinning

Preretinal PRNV Neovascularization

PH Posterior hyaloid

VO Blood cells

In this patient, the sectorial thinning of the inner retinal layers, points to a past ischemic event with subsequent retinal
atrophy. In addition, there is some hyperreflective material in the epi/preretinal area, which most likely represents a
preretinal neovascularization. Originating from the PRNV, membranous strands connect with the vitreous leading to the
suspect diagnosis of a proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR). While the HRS in the vitreous likely represent blood, the entity
of the intraretinal HRS is ambiguous and could represent dilated vessels of the capillary plexus or extravasated material.
This patient is very likely suffering from a retinal vascular disease with secondary neovascularization.

Interpretation

Findings

HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – IRL: Inner Retinal Layers – PRNV: Preretinal Neovascularization – PH: Posterior 
Hyaloid – VO: Vitreous Opacity – PVR: Proliferative Vitreoretinopathy



Case 91

3. Exercise

232

Age 68

Case 91 

IR Image:
Large hyperreflective area of GA with visualization of the
choroidal vessels that is involving most of the macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Perifovea



Case 91

3. Exercise

233

Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated, interrupted

SIRE With DLS

Atrophy cRORA

Subretinal PR ORT

Intraretinal HRS Associated to RPE alteration/PR atrophy

Preretinal ERM Epiretinal membrane

The most striking feature of this scan is the area of complete RPE atrophy (cRORA) with an additional rearrangement of PR,
forming ORT (indicating chronicity and stability of disease). There is a SIRE with a DLS, however, without signs of exudation.
Additionally, a thin ERM is present.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE elevation – DLS: Double-layer Sign – cRORA: 
Complete RPE and Outer Retinal Atrophy – PR: Photoreceptor – ORT: Outer Retinal Tubulation – HRS: 

Hyperreflective Spots – ERM: Epiretinal Membrane – GA: Geographic Atrophy
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Age 78

Case 92 

IR Image:
There are two hyporeflective areas with associated
hyperreflective spots in the para-/perifoveal area. The
reticular pseudodrusen cover large areas of the peripheral
macula, sparing the fovea.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Perifovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE RPE Elevated

PED Serous-PED

Subretinal SHRM Medium reflective, fuzzy

Intraretinal HRS Associated to RPE alteration and exudation

The most striking feature of this scan is the large serous PED with associated fuzzy looking SHRM. In conjunction with the
findings in the IR image (reticular pseudodrusen), a mixed type (1+2) MNV secondary to AMD could be the basis for further
diagnostics. The HRS could represent pigment migration and lipid exudates.

Interpretation

Findings

RPE: Retinal Pigment Epithelium – PED: Pigment Epithelial Detachment – S-PED: Serous PED – SHRM: 
Subretinal Hyperreflective Material – HRS: Hyperreflective Spots – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – AMD: 

Age-related Macular Degeneration
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Age 68

Case 93 

IR Image:
There are multiple subtle hyporeflective alterations spread
across the macula.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Parafovea/fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Subretinal PR EZ interrupted

Intraretinal IRL Disorganization

This patient has a severe disorganization of the inner retinal layers (DRIL) and a fragmented EZ, resulting in a
comparatively poor visual prognosis. There are no clear indications of the underlying condition.

Interpretation

Findings

PR: Photoreceptor – EZ: Ellipsoid Zone – EZ-i: Ellipsoid Zone Interruption – IRL: Inner Retinal Layers
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Age 68

Case 94 

IR Image:
The inferior half of the macula has a hyporeflective
appearance, furthermore, there are alterations spread
across the entire fundus.

Scan Quality:
Good with no artifacts

Location:
Fovea
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Area Alteration Description

Sub-RPE SIRE With DLS

Epiretinal ERM Thin

This patient has a widespread SIRE with an evident DLS likely representing a quiescent MNV. This patient is at high risk for
disease progression to an exudative form and should be monitored closely. Additionally, there is a thin ERM on the right
side of the scan.

Interpretation

Findings

SIRE: Shallow Irregular RPE Elevation – DLS: Double-layer Sign – MNV: Macular Neovascularization – ERM: 
Epiretinal Membrane
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